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tion Terminated Fatally-Rep- ort
Death Caused General Mourning Over
Fifty-Fou- r
Entire Territory-On- ly
Years Old But Had Brilliant Record in
Chosen Profession.
LONG
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Roads Will Have Hard Time
Conditions Under New
Rule. Especially for Train Operatives-Skilled
Men Hard
to Procure Just Now.

1

ALL ANARCHIST

In Spite of Railway Efforts, Alatter Is Brought to Atten
tion of Attorney Sims.
Strict Enforcement of
Measure Will
Who Says He
Will Act.
Be Made.
WILL FIGHT
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Washington, March 3. The na
tional nine-holaw, governing railroad employes, becomes effective to
morrow. The Baltimore & Ohio and
few other
roads have already
adopted the system.
The law limits the hours of ser
vice of all classes of train operatives,
particularly locomotive engineers end
firemen, train dispatchers,
railway
telegraphers, tower men and signal
operators.
Many objections to the new law1
have been filed with the Interstate
Commerce commission, and threats
have been made by railway officials
thai the operation of the law will
necessitate a reduction in wages.
It was pointed, out that nine hours
constituted an unusual and awkward
period, as duties of that kind have to
be performed 24 hours every day. If
two shift of train despatchers, telegraph operators and signal men each
worked nine, there would be a per- od of six hours in every 24 which
could not be covered satisfactorily,
either to the men themselves or to
the railroads.
!irtinll to Adjust.
It was indicated that tricks of
eight hours might be better for all
concerned, but for such a period of
work the men could not, be paid
wages wLLcll they would regard eat
adequate for their needs. And, In
It might be difficult to obtain
the services of enough skilled men
to make up three shifts every
24
hours on all of the railroads In Am
erica.
Any attempt to cut the wages of
be bitterly
the railroad men will
fought by the American Federation
of Laobr and allied organizations. In
regard to the threatened reduction.
President Oompers said: "The wages
of the railroad men cannot stand
reduction.
The cost of living has
been increasing faster than the wages
which ,ln fact, have not been Increased at all.
"Under the Erdman law the presi
dent has empowered the Interstate
Commerce commission to make an
Immediate Investigation and to report
as soon as possible.
"We do not want any strikes.
Strikes are to be avoided except as a
last rosort, and in nine cases out of
ten, If both sides be willing, the trouble can be settled by arbitration."
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HUSBAND

Says She Knew Nothing of Her She Divorced First Husband About
Brother's Anarchistic Tendencies
a Year Ago-Left Because
and Always Thought He Was
She Refused to Support Him
ur
a Good
-- After Honeymoon Trip CouAre Held
as Result of Attack.
ple Will Go to Japan.

.

"

Daughter of Stage Beauty
Tries Matrimony Again-Fi- rst
Venture Not
a Success.
HER

Chicago, March 3. The possibility
of deporting all avowed anarchists
f
from the city was oalled to the attention or United States District Attorney Sims at a meeting of city officials
Hon. (William Burr Childers, 54 to the point without flower of speech
at Chief Shlppy's home today. The
logic.
irresistible
with
but
years old, prominent member of the
federal official declared himself ready
Hla success as a lawyer was due
to take any legal steps warranted by
bar In New Mexico and for over to the possession of a natural legal
the evidence presented to him and
twenty-seve- n
years a resident of this mind, followed by a good legal eduadded that the reconvening of the
city, died suddenly at 9:80 o'clock cation and training, and last but not
grand jury this morning makes that
capacity for
this morning at hist horn at Twelfth least' in Indefatigable
1 i
body available for any action
that
In support of any proposition
work
may be necessary to hasten possible
street and Central avenue.
which he undertook to champion.
cases against the anarchists.
Death resulted from pneumonia
Strung Ciiurnclcr
Arrest Ills Krleiul.
'after an Illness of a little over one A searchlight was never necessary
.
WILLIAM IIVRR CH1LDKR.S
Chicago, March 3. Isadore Maron,
week.
to ascertain the position Mr. Childers Prominent Attorney ami Oitlaen of New Mexico Dkn Kiidlnly a Result of
0 years old, a Russian Jew, known
He left besides a widow, three would take upon any proposition,
liH'iim)iiin.
'
as "Curly Haired Boy," and a com
daughters, the Misses Gladys, Agnes whether legal, political or social, and
panion of Lazarus Averbuch,
the
and Edith Childers, a brother, Ed- when once determined that he was
anarchist who was shot and killed
ward J. Childers, In Pulaski, Tenn., right he would champion the cause
yesterday when he attempted to as
and two sisters in Nashville, Tenn.
ALLEGED MESSENGER BOYS ARE
with all the zeal and ability he possassinate Chief of Police Shippy, was
The body will be taken to the old sessed.
arrested today near Averbuch's forChilders home at Pulaski, Giles coun.
His record as United States attormer residence. Two other men were
ty, Tennes.ee, for Interment.
The ar- ney for the territory of New Mexico
SUCCEEDED DY
LAND FRAUD
arrested at midnight, but It Is thought
rangement! will not be made until for over nine years stands above re
tnwr connection with the ease a re
word has been received from the proach, both as to ability and fidelity
mote.
brother.
to the trust which was imposed upon
A thorough search of Averbuch's
Not only Albuquerque but the terri- him by virtue of the office.
CASES
library was made today and it reveal
tory at large, the Bar association, the
In his death the tar of New Mexed the fact that the plot to assasst
Masonic order, the .Elk and all other ico loses one of its ablest lawyers
nate Chief Shippy was worked out
organizations with which Mr. Chil- and the city of Albuquerque 'loses a
alone by Averbuch, who was little
ders was associated, will suffer a se- citizen who for over twenty-seve- n
Will Quit
more than a dreaming boy. The 11
vere loss.
years has devoted both time and Judge Pope's Action at Ros-- ; Postofflce
brary (contalnt4 nothing but books
" money to- - her. upbuilding.
Many
Hiring Youthful Servant- son rovoituw.nary subjects, lectures by
well Causes No Surprise as
His many friends In Albuquerque
In
'He possessed
hot of friends
socialists and anarchists. By reading
all sections of the territory who learn-- ' and throughout the territory, some
Work Is Bad for Morals.
these books and lectures the boy
Other Cases Dismissed.
ed of his death with deep regret, and of whom have known him since he
dreamed of great deeds and his mind
a resident of New Mexico in
the bereaved family today received became
was filled with a great hatred of the
man
as
only
1880,
a
him
remember
messages
telegrams
of
dozens of
and
government
of his own country and
in
highest
sense
and
of
honor
MADE
the
of
CHANCE
IS
ON
TAKEN
ACTION
Albu
condolences. On the streets of
Inflammatory Ideas of remedying so
querque the death of Mr. Childers tegrity, not only in his profession but
IN MANY CITIES
clal conditions as they have been
GOVERNMENT MOTION
was treated as a public calamity, for among all men.
taught by "liberal thought" leaders
By the death of Mr. Childers the
during his long residence here AttorIn America.
ney Childers was always In the van city of Albuquerque has lost one of
Washington, March 3. Postmaster
3. Shortly
the
seen
N.
M.,
March
who
had
citizens
Itoswell,
oldest
its
AlbuStater In Questioned.
upbuilding
of
the
Greater
for
querque and nothing asked of him In town grow from its Infancy to a city, after convening the United States General Meyer Is of the opinion that
was
learned from Averbuch's
It
every
had been interested In
court today, Judge William H. Pope, it Is prejudicial to the welfare of
the way of public spirited service was and whoenterprise
sister, who was arrested yesterday
n motion of the government, dis- "Young
that was ever sugtoo great for him to give freely both public
her
brother last week had plan
that
America" to employ him as
gested to further the interests of his missed all the celebrated
federal
of his time and money.
to commit suicide In company
ne.i
messenger
special
a
delivery
In
the
cases against Tallmadge brothers for
He took a prominent part in the home town.
young girl
with Maron. Another
Every citizen feels a personal loss alleged land fraud
postal service and has issued an orbusiness affairs of the city and he
who lived ln the apartments
with
Previous to this time several cases der to the effect that whenever a vawas one of the leaders, politically, in at his untimely death.
Averbuch and his sister, disappeared
Native of Tennessee
against C. L. Tallmadge, E. R. Tall- cancy occurs In the force of special
(New Mexico.
yesterday
police
been
have
and the
William Burr Childers was born In madge and D. H. Tallmadge ' have
As an attorney his record Is a brilunable to find her.
liant one and no man had a higher Pulaski, Giles county, Tennessee, been tried before Judge Pope and all delivery messengers the position shall
Olga
Averbuch,
the sister of the
March 20, 18:4. Ho was the oldest of them have been dismissed. These not be filled and that substitute letrating among the legal fraternity,
by
dead anarchist, was questioned
was the product were the strongest of the alleged ter carriers and clerks shall be emAt the bedsldo of Mr. Childers wnen of four children and
police
today.
Most of her story
the
Huguenot
stock,
his
English
Usual
of
and
of the other ployed to effect special delivery.
cases and the d Ism
tha Mid came were Mrs. Childers, his
was told In broken English, but part
being of English and his moth charges caused no surprise.
thr Slaughters, Mrs. Elder, a rela- father
of the time sho talked through an
says
Meyer
Mr.
messen
that
these
descent.
er
of
French
tive, Jhd Dr. Cornish and Dr. Elder.
Interpreter.
ger boys tare called upon frequently
Mr. Childers received his prepara
Everything that was possible was
She told the police that she had
of
schools
the
local
banner
tory
under
In
the
enlisted
he
education
view
done to save Mr. Childers' life. He
to visit low resorts and are often
four sisters, one of whom Is married
of
Interest
Democracy
in
town,
In
which
from
the
Gold
the
native
his
of
became ill one week ago last Sunday,
ami lives In Odessa, Russia. The oth
Washingwhich he organized clubs and devel- compelled to travel long distances KING REIGNS FOR FRAC
as the result, of a severe cold, con- September, 1870, he entered presidency
er sisters and two younger brothers,
terIn
lonely
outlying
sec
night
late
throughout
at
the
under
the
college,
a
ton
sentiment
oped
then
Washington
tracted while he was In
live with their parents near Vienna.
In
Lee,
labors
and
from
As
of
ritory.
result
E.
Robert
his
a
General
of
great
to
failing
tions
of
cities,
recently, where he went to work for
the
Her father, she declared, is an
made
was
years
1874
with
In
the
graduated
he
in
later
this
line
which
he
state,
TION OF A
the admission of New Mexico to
make deliveries at timo through fear
orthodox Jew. has never been con
and
convention
of
to
delegate
national
Arts
Bachelor
degrees
of
a
the
argue
a ca.e before the
hood and to
nected with a revolutionary move
Bachelor of Law. Only a month after at Indianapolis, to which he took a or weariness. The object of the orUnited States supreme court.
ment and shuns secret societies. She
Ut to bring about the gradual diswhich
delegation
at
der
matriculated
and
had
Childers
full
Mr.
territorial
Hart
Lul
Having
Priiu
Distinction
of
Ills IllllOK
declared that she had never read her
Washington college its famous and resulted In the nomination of Palmer continuance of the service of these
Been King for Sltortent Tluie
He paid little attention to the cold greatly beloved president died, and and Buckner.
books,
brother's revolutionary
and
messengers.
juvenile
on
Record.
says she did not know how he came
at the time It was contracted as it the name of the institution was
1896, Mr.
June,
messengers
12th
On
of
delivery
Special
the
have
did not appear to be severe. He was changed in his honor, so that the Childers received the appointment to been employed since 1885,
Lisbon, March 3. Investigation of to be connected with the anarchists,
and at
the attorney in a large number of diplomas given at Mr. Childers' grad
attorney present there ure 2.205 engaged at the recent assassination shows that When asked If he ever gave any InStates
of
United
office
the
legal cases, requiring his constant at- uatlon bore the present name of the
of Insanity, she said: "He
New Mexico from Grover Cleve- 189 postofflees with ages as follows: Luiz, the crown prince who was dications
tention and he worked early and late Institution, Washington and Lee unl for
killed, was actually the king of Por- was very peculiar. I don't know why
Elghty-Heveconfirmed
was
he
place
years;
years
13
land,
14
which
in
167,
they say he did. I only
at lls office, until forced to remain In versity.
by the tSenate in December of the 318, 15 yeurs; Rf4, 16 years; 499. 17 tugal for the shortest reign In the he did what
bed. The cold developed into pneuAttorney I Tom .MuiiIkhkI
history of the world. The principal know he .vus a good hoy and a good
year. When William McKlnley years, and 178. IS years or more.
same
monia.
Mr. Childers was admitted to the
due
At 344 offices substitute clerks and assassin ran behind the carriage and brother."
Although in the care of a trained bar at the age of 21 years and began was nominated Mr, Childersto after
Bupport carriers do the work.
pointed his revolver straight at King
Four Are Held.
determined
deliberation
nurse and ablo physicians, he ap- active practice In St. Louis, Mo
When he was right
Carlos' buck.
the result that he ever
According to the detectives
In New York substitute
who
carriers
peared to grow worse, and while he shortly afterward. He remained there him, with remained
a member of the have delivered all special delivery dow a between the back wheels of arrested
Maron, he went to
rallied several times and appeared but a few years, however, going to afterward
two
Republican party, from which he was matter for a number of years, and the carriage, hardly more than
the homes of a number of people llv- to be much improved only yesterday. Kanta Fe. N. M . in 1879, and In Jan
reappointed to the United States at- in Boston only thlrty-wve- n
boys are feet from the king, ho fired point Ing in the vicinity of Averbuch's
This morning, however, it appeared uary, 1880, to Albuquerque. He had torneyship
standing
was
then
continued employed, substitute carriers being blank. The king
home and nsked for Information con
that he was sinking and the memoers been a continuous resident here since until 1905. and in which he
used wholly at the main office and at up facing the other assassins, who cerning Averbuch. He cannot read
of his family were summoned.
here
arrived
carriage,
he
first
and the English and speaks
time. When
The postmaster surrounded the
the language
Mr. Childers served as mayor of the larger stations.
The end came peacefully, although' that railway had not yet been comAlbuquerque In 1887 and was alio a at Baltimore hns reduced the force crown prince in the forward scat was badly.
suddenly. While the doctors, who the
standing.
the
also
bullet
pleted.
The
from
According to the police Maron was
member of the city council after the f boys gradually for the last three
were at hid bedside, turned to speak
From the time of Mr. Childers' ar- municipal charter was granted. He years nd given over the work to the assassin's revolver that went through the closest friend Averbuch had. They
to the nurse, Mr. Childers breathed rival
the
to
ho
nasced
Albuquerque
added
kliiK's
from
behind
the
heurt
in
the hubstltutod, the boys now numbering
to
attended an anarchist meeting
his last, death being directly due to practice of his profession a must live- was also for eight years one of New
getner .Sunday night. When quesonly nine. Certain of tho large cities, clear through his body and struck'
the weakened condition of his heart. ly interest in every movement for its regents of tho University of
indown
crown
an
prince.
For
the
however, continue using boys exclu
Mexico.
about Averbuch, Maron denied
I'nivcrHul Mourning
stant of time, therefore, while the tioned
expansion and development. Not only
he knew him, but later admitted that
Mr. Childers was always an active sively. Chicago has 337 boys, Phila
passing
was
between
thn
bullet
heart
The report of his deaih spread rap-Idl- y did he contribute generously of his Mason
he did know lilm. Considerable anand was prominent in the or- dilphla 114 and Pittsburg 7S.
of the king and that of his son, Luiz archistic literature was found ln his
and throughout the day there time and talents, but also of his
of the fiit lodge in this
Portugal.
was
king
have
of
There
were dozens of friends calling at the money whenever or wherever he ganization
possession.
city,
which he had occupied at difI'NCI.K SAM TO lll'Y IIOKSI
been many kings for a day, but never
Childers homo, while expressions of could see that anything of advantage ferentin times
being
Three other persons are
the principal chairs.
Washington, March 3. Uncle Sam before a king for the fraction of a
sympathy for the family and of re- for his chosen home was to be gained.
For several years pust the dead needs 8 50 horses for his artillery and second. Tho 1'ortuguese government held In connection with the attempt
gret for Mr. Childers' untimely death His unselfishness In this line is one man
on Chief Shippy.
They are:
oIkm
had been Intensely interested in cavalry, and bids for this number of
of his character
likely to recognize this instants Averbuch,
of the features
were heard on all sides.
ago 22, sister of Shippy's
obtaining of statehood nut only equines will be opened today In sev' Is
of
inscribing
reign
by
in
the
list
Luiz
A meeting of the attorneys of the which no wthat he Is gone ts most the
assailant: Tonolt.s Korlmoros, a barNew Mexico but also for Arizona, eral of the prominent horse markets the country's rulers.
city was held at 4 o'clork today at frequently commented upon by those for
tender, und Edward Herman, a cobIt was while engaged In advocatof the west. The bids will be for
the office of Attorney A. B. McMlllen, of his friends and neighbors who have and
ing this measure at Washington that warded to the war department for
bler. Mis shop Is siilj to h ive bei-.m'ku.ing
piiRPirru.vii:
biiks
at which resolutions were passed and known him longest and best.
to
he acquired the cold which finally final action. This Is the largest num.
3.
Boston,
An endowment the meeting place for anarchists.
Prominent in INilitic
March
arrangements made for attending the
Chief Shippy whs warned seveisil
ber of horses advertised for by the of $500, the Income to be applied anEarly in life Mr. Childers began ended In his death.
funeral services in a body.
times beforp the attack was made on
government since the Spanish-Ame- r
nually to the support of an
The funeral will be in charge of the that interest in political affairs which
letters thrateii!ng
HAVK SKTTLKO TROl'ULUS
ican war.
"spelling bee" in his home him. lifeHe received
Masonio order. The local lodge of remained so strong in him during his
if be (11. Ii"t desist from dehis
City of Mexico, March 8. Mexico
town, is provided for in tho will of pressive
Kiks will attend In a body and the later yeurs. He began his labors in
measures against the "friends
xkw piin-ithe late Varnum Lincoln of Andover. of the people."
and Guatemala have reached a friendmembers have offered their assist- this line as a member of the DemoFollowing I lie attark
Washington, March 3. It Is under
cratic party, of whose territorial cen- ly settlement of their diplomatic difance to the family.
on him yesterday, u ti'imtk-- of pubXKW BRUNSWICK Kl.KCTIOXS
Mr. Childers was recognized by tral committee he was chairman In ficulties and under the terms of the stfiod that I'retlileiit Roosevelt will
state
St. John, N. B., March 3. General lic ..Ylhl.ils of the city and
every court before which ha ap- 1890. Four years later, however, in agreement Mexico will establish an In- appoint W. S. Rossiter of New York
be
thcmselvi-in order to
New armed
peared, from' the supreme court of the 1896, upon the nomination of William dependent legation at Guatemala City. to succeed Charles S. Stllllngs of Mas elections are being held In camprepared to resist any .attempt on
Consul Parra lias already been ap- sachusetts as public printer. Rossi Brunswick today, after a hot
UnlLcd States to the lowest tribunal, Jennings Bryan, and the declaration
as on oble lawyer, and his opponents of the party in favor of free silver, he pointed charge d'affalrs pending the ter has been chief clerk of the census paign attended by much political ex- their lives.
Money.
Federal party lines are
in every case recognized his ability was forced with thousands of other selection, of a minister. Heretofore bureau for several years and was re citement.
Chicago, March 3. Kr.ink ZaJIri k
not closely drawn In this province
and prepared accordingly. He never Democrats to make a fight against but one minister has been accredited cently detailed to make an examlna
was arrested tins murnitK, charged
wasted much time n oratory, but what he firmly believed to he a dan- - by Mexico to all the five Central tlon and conduct the business of the , and the personality of the candidate ' Willi
sending a threatening letter to
lijj been the principal Issue.
public printer's oflice.
when he did speak he talked directly gcrous doctrine, and w ith this end' in American republics.
AND PRIVATE LIFE AND BEFORE MANY COURTS
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Prominent Attorney and Pioneer Citizen
Home in This

Colo.
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LAW CHICAGO

GOES INTO EFFECT

A

FORECAST

March 3. Tonight fair,
Wednesday partly tloudy with spow nd
colder la North portion.
Denver.
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New York. March 3. Dorothy, th
of Lillian Russeil, baa
astonished her friends by marrying
Japanese merchant. Acha Mura Is the
name of the former Miss Russell's
husband, and he la said to be one of
the wealthiest men of the Japanese
colony In New York. Miss Russell
was married to Acha Mura In Phila
delphia two weeks ago, but the secret
was kept until today, when Miss Rus
sell returned to New York for a few
hours before taking the boat to Havana.
fey
t?he was accompanied
Nettie
BuVns, who will go to Cuba with her.
In two weeks her husband will have
settled up his business in this country and will Join her in Cuba. They
will sail from there for Mexico, and
after crossing the Isthmus will go on
to San Francisco, from which place
they will sail for Japon.

daughter

Dorothy Russell's first matrimonial
venture was not successful. At IS
she became the brldo of Abbott Lewis
Einstein, a New York lawyer. The
marriage was a runaway match and
caused a sensation in theatrical circles. The couple were married August 7, 1903, and it Is said that six
weeks after the marriage Einstein
beat his wife because she refused to
give him financial aM.

SUFFRAGETTES ASK
FOR

LAW

NATIONAL

Tliey Attend .Meeting of Senate Cma
mittee to Urge JoatltutiunaJ,
Amendment.
Washington, March 3. Many women from all parts of the country assembled In Washington today to at-

tend a meeting of the woman suffrage
committee of the Senate, of which
Sonator Clay is chairman. They urge
the enactment of an amendment to
the constitution, extending to women
the right of suffrage.
The hearing promises to be one of
the most Interesting, If not the most
Important,
of the present session.
Nearly every section of the country
Is represented among the fair delegates, who have come to demand a
favorable report on the proposed legislation.
Mrs. Rallantlne, daughter of the
late Speaker Tom Reed of Maine, Is
the leading spirit ln the movement,
which recalls the vigor with which
her distinguished
father opposed
woman suffrage. His report on legislation proposed during his life Is still
possible
regarded as the strongest
argument against woman suffrage.
AMKRICAN CAR IX IOWA.
Carrol. luwa, March 3. The American CHf in the New York-Parrace, arrived here at 9:55 this morning and departed one minute later.
Driver Roberts said that the roads
are Improving and he expects t'
make better time.
is

INIMV.W MINK VORKi:iLS
Terre Haute, ml.. March 3. Delegates from all the ITiU loeuls In the
eleventh district, United Mine Workers of America, assembled this morning in (lerniania hall for the nineA Joint
teenth annual convention.
session with the operators will be
held to arrange a wage scale and
settle oilier differences.
1

111
DISTRICT IOH T AIT
Kansas City. Mo., March 3.
of the Third Missouri district wil. hold tn lr convention tomorrow in Kxeelslor Springs. Secretary Taft has been indorsed by the
congressional committee and this actio!' will probably bo ratified by the
com rut ion.
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rrocnpiiii

yean

M

iixll. prior of th

Father. The prisoner

llene-ilieiii-

is

3S
disa let-

old ami lives ln the Ghetto

trict, lie lias admitted sending
ter to lb., pi list, demanding 9

Mr, (.oilman

Siw-nk-

!.".
..

Kinma
Springfield, Mo., Mari li
Coldin ui, an anarchist, who lectured
la.-t nlfcht. said to lay that she
here
never beard "f Lazarm Averbuch and
that she knew he was nd an anarchist. She "roasted'' the Chicago police and al,l they wire always digging up alleged pliitv. that did not
xit. and In tln.s w i.v had gotten a
faction of f relKiiTS nuaoisl them,
but that the foreigners were not
3.-

-

c
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PAGE TWO

BARFIELDFAVORS RETIRED BUSINESS MAN IS

1

T

Public Lands' Committee Sub-mltReport Showing
Endorsement.

s

Sec-retary- 's

The bill to establish a lanj office nt
Tucumcarh which was Introduced in
the House by Hepresentative Andrew., was endorsed by Secretary
Jar field, and reported favorably by
the committee on public lands. The
report of the committee l a follows:
The committee on the public lands
to whom was referred the bill to establish a Vnlte-- States land district
to be known as the Tucumcarl land
district, submit the following report:
Your committee report the bill back
with the recommendation that It do
para with an amendment to the title
by inserting the word "district," In
the first line of the title of the bill,
the words "In the territory of New
There

in

One of the most Interesting statements made recently concerning the
much discussed Cooper theory, that
has spread over the country during
the past year, is made by K. II. Lambert, a retired business man, whose
home is at 13 Francis street, Kverett,
Mass.
Mr. Lambert has this to say in con-

nection with Cooper and his medicines: "Some time ago I read an
article about this man Cooper, in
which he claimed that stomach trouble was directly responsible for most
111
health. He went on to say that,
although his medicine did nothing but
get the stomach In sound condition, it
would, in many cases, remove kidney
and liver trouble and various other
ailments. He argued from this that
the stomach was the main cause of
sickness, and stated that the success
he has had with his medicines was
due entirely to this fact.
"I am now fully convinced that this
theory is correct, and believe Cooper
has a remarkable medicine, Judging
from my own experience. .
"I have been a sick man for five

years.
by

Three years ago I waa told

a physician that I had Brlght's

disease of the kidneys. I have treated constantly for this trouble since,
After reading the
without results.
article 1 have mentioned, I purchased
some of this man Cooper's medicine.
1 have been astounded by what it has
done for me. I was relieved to some
extent within 24 hours. Today my
is better than for five years,
and so far as I can tell, my kidney
trouble has disappeared.
"My wife, who had stomach trouble for some time, tried the preparation after noting its action in my
case, and her improvement Is full as
marked as mine. She now eats heartily three times a day without any
distress whatsoever. Her nervousness
hiw also left her. I certainly believe
this man's success is fully Justified,
as he undoubtedly has a wonderful
medicine."
We will gladly describe the remarkable record made by the Cooper
medicines to all who wish to know
of them.
J. iH. O'lRielly Co., Second and Cen-tra- l.
he-alt- h

attached hereto and made

a part of this report a letter from

.
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IN FAVOR OF NEW THEORY

OFFICE

Mexico."

Tlf:sl)Y.

the secretary of the interior, which
clearly Indicates the conditions existing In the locality in which It is
proposed to establish this new land
district and the necessity for the
same.
The new district proposed is at
present a portion of the Clayton land
district into which, according to the
letter from the secretary, there has
been within the last eighteen months
a greater influx of immigration than
into any other land district in the
United States. The entries for the
1906,
fiscal year ending June 30,
459,597
3,626. covering
numbered
acres.
This large amount of business has caused in the words of the
secretary: "A great deal of congestion in the land office at Clayton,
which this office has been unable to
relieve to any great extent, though
the utmost endeavor has been exerted, and a division of the land district would be a means to that end.
The bill, therefore, has the favorable endorsement of the Interior department.
The text of the bill is as follows:
A bill to establish a United States
land district to be known as the Tucumcarl land district.
Be it enacted by the Senate and
of the
House of Representatives
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That all that portion of
the territory of New Mexico bounded and described as follows: Commencing at the Intersection of the
fourth standard parallel north with
the boundary line of the territory of
New Mexico and the state of Texas;
thence west along said fourth stand- ard parallel north to its Intersection
with the third guide meridian east
of New Mexico; thence south along
said third guide meridian east to its
intersection with the iirst standard
parallel north; thence east along said
first standard parallel north to its intersection with the boundary line of
the territory of New Mexico and the
state of Texas; thence north along
said boundary line to the place of
beginning, he, and is hereby, constituted a new ami separate land district, to be callej the Tucumcarl land
district, the land office of which
shall bt- - located in the town of Tucumcarl. county of Quay, in the territory of New Mexico.
Sec. 2. That the president, by and
with the advice mid consent of the
Senate, shall appoint a register and
a rectiver of public moneys for Paid
district, and said officers shall reside
in the place whore saij land office is
lcttted, and shall have , the same
powers and shall discharge similar
duties and receive the same fees and
discharging
emoluments as officers
like duties In the other lanj offices
of the territory of New Mexico.
A
Amend the title so as to
bill to establish a I'nited States land
MexIn
the territory of New
district
ico to be known as the TiU'Umi ail
land district."
:
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KitRland as the coming

dramatist?"

ELKS THEATRE

flie system ejectu ally,
assists one in overcoming

HYPNOTIST

habitual constipation
permanently. To get its
ocne icial effects buy
the genuine.

INTEREST

Campbell, seizing a letter frutu the
desk and waving It at her secretary
"Here is a letter from Mr. Arnold
Daly, inviting me to sea his performance, and It hasn't been answered.
Attend to it at once."
"But what Is to become of the Intellectual public In the vulgar majority?" waa asked.
"The classes will not disappear,
and there will always be a theater
for intelligent players."
Thu ended Mrs. Campbell's first
serious interview according to her
own statement.
1IKHKV!SKJ-HANDS
Among the many fairy tales gravely told of Paderewski and believed by
the credulous is one which Is supposed to account for his marvelous
dexterity. It is said that for a half
hour before each concert his valet
massages his hands in hot water, thus
giving them the required suppleness.
The story has a certain foundation in
fact. Like most other pianists
bathes his hands in tepid
water before going on the stage when
the day is cold and his hands are accordingly a little stiff from being exposed to low temperature.
The suppleness of his hands does
not come from any such easy method
as massaging in hot water. It comes
from hard and never ceasing practicing. Six hours a day throughout the
year except on those days that he Is
not giving a concert is the minimum
time he dev.ites to his piano, and the
greater part of. this time is given to
scale playing. It might not be too
much to say that since Paderewski
was a small boy, when he first went
to the pirn.i. a third of the entire
time has been spent at the piano.
(Jranted his wonderful
hands, his
wonderful m,lnd and his wonderful
temperament, he Is what he is to
day, the greatest pianist in the world.
genius for hard
by reason of f
work.
:
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Entire Box

$24.00
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with ample Means and unsurpassed facilities
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OF
ALBUQUERQUE, X. M.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

Seat Sale opens at
Matson's
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BUILDERS'

Engagement

Extraordinary

Albuquerque is the only stop be
tween Topeka, Kansas, and Los Angeles, California.
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iwmois actress

Nits. Patrick
Campbell
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and Her Own London Company
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Grippe
sweeping tne country.
Stop it with Preventlcs, before it gets
deeply seated. To check early colds
with these little Candy Cold Cure
Tablets is surely sensible and safe.
Preventlcs contain no Quinine, no
laxative, nothing harsh or sickening.
Pneumonia would ntver appear If
early colds were promptly broken.
Also good for feverish children. Large
box, 4S tablets, 25 cents. Vest pocket
boxes 6 cents. Sold by all dealers.
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"I have heard a great deal about
CLASSIC DRAMA Oolsworthy, who wrote 'The Silver
Kox,' but I have not seen any of his
plays.
Then there is the man who
"I find in America there are people wrote 'Attlla,'
which unfortunately I
who are willing to tell the whole did not see. Your
American woman,
story of their lives at one sitting. I Agnes Tobin, Is doing
splendid work.
can't. Absolutely when you sit there She has Just made a fine translation
In front of me, it makes me rebellious of M'hedre' and is becoming famous
and inadequate."
distinguished
a dramatist."
This was Mrs. Patrick Campbell's and"Is the iardou as
play a thing of the
preface a few days ago to an inter- pat?"
viewer, one of the rare occasions in
" 'La Sorclere' is still a great favorher life Vn a distinguished actress ite part
of mine."
newsactually expressed opinions to a
"Has the discussion about the relpaper man.
of Ibsen and Shakespeare
Mrs. Campbell has been descrl'jed ative value
you?"
as eccentric and Impossible by many reached
The question proved unfortunate
would-b- e
Interviewers. The truth is
it was evident that Mrs. Campthat Mrs. Campbell, who can domin- and
began to repent for being led as
ate any social function by her wit bell
as this.
and keen insight into human nature, far"I absolutely refuse to answer that
suffers a species of stage fright In the question.
I simply can't; it's too abpresence of professional Interviewers.
she
surd."
said impatiently.
spirit
which
in
In the "rebellious"
.Shaw has propounded it,"
"Bernard
of
under
the
fear
she finds herself
interviewer remarked, apologeticnewspaper talk, Mrs. Campbell gen- the
erally asks all the questions herself ally.
"Oh. well, he talks and talks about
after the method of Li Hung Chang, everything
and anything. He Is not
way
on
questioner
his
her
sends
and
English you know; we don't claim
wondering what happened to him.
Irish don't own him. I
The original "Mrs. Tanqueray" is at him. IThe
have an appreciation for huheart all courtesy and kindliness, but think
mor, but Irish wit has at least got
How's Tills?
in the face of newspaper men she unWe offer One Hundred Dollars He- dergoes a "crise de nerfs" akin to the virtue of discretion."
any
Is
case of Catarrh that can
indiscreet?"
Shaw
ward
"Hernard
for
fright. ThU
the phenomenon of
by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
"He talks too much. I know, of not - heP. curel
& CO.. Toledo. O.
is a rare malady, in fact it has never course,
J.
CHr,.hY
I am outrageously frank,
We. the undersigned, have known K.
heretofore been observed by special- but thatthat
you
15 years, and be
way.
my
hope
Cheney
I
last
is
do
for
J.
the
ists in the case of any visiting for- will get my point of view."
an
in
lieve him perfectly honoralile
eign ftar.
ami financially
business
transactions
Mrs. Campbell then proceeded to able to carry out any obligations
made
l)n this particular occasion, how- express
well known dislike of per- hv his firm.
ever. Mrs. Campbell did give her sonality her
WAI.OINU. KIVNAN At MARVIN,
in dramatic art, the element
views on many things of serious curWholesale lmiifgists. Toledo. O..
uppermost
in
world
the
which
finds
is taken InternalHall's Catarrh Cureupon
rent interest.
all
work.
ly,
directly
acting
her
the blood and
"Is It probable that the theater is
mucous surfaces of the system.
nothing
to
with
"Personality
has
do
less intellectual than It was?" the acting." said the actress.
l"rice
sent
free.
"It has Sold lv nil inmsrists. 76c per bottle.
actress was asked.
is it?
no
What
to
meaning
the
artist.
Take Hall's Family IJllls for consticase,
"No, I don't think that Is the
pation.
there is no such thing."
but the intellectual public' is poor." Why
"Nothing In temperament?"
"In this country?'
Are you looking tor mmnfllnii! ReAll that sort of thing is be"I find the American audiences side"No.
of Thi
of member the want columns
Acting
is
a
matter
work.
the
my
very responsive, and to
surprise, intelligence;
Evening Citizen are for your espenla
a
head,
the
It's
from
by
anci
people
to
the
benefit. It talks
there is very little disturbance
of mind, an Intellectual ex- thc-- talk to you.
people who come late. Yes, the pub- culture
lic here is Intelligent and my houses pression."
When Mrs. Campbell was reminded
Use DeWltt's Early HIsers, pleasure crowded.
Is the one thing that ant little pills.
They are easy to
"Why do you suppose." said Mrs. that personality
great audiences, she answered: take. Sold by J. II. O'Rieliy Co.
Campbell, having a slight relapse to draws
of
minority,
"Intelligence Is in the
her usual methods, "did they cable course,
cultured audiences need a
Pal Pinto Wells Htr.era? Water
the London papers that Americans .special and
appeal. I shou'd like to see cures and prevents constipation. Ask
did not consider Mrs. Tanqueray propgrocer for It.
conserving
your
to
u theater devoted
the
er?"
o
of the highest point of view, devoted
"I.s she proper?" was auked.
Piles Cured in 0 to 11 lays.
"I don't know, don't Isn't Pinky-Pank- y entirely to cultured productions." al- PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
"We have a theater of ideas
Poo beautiful?" and she seized
cure any case of Itching, blind,
bleeding or protruding piles in 6 to
the Ibsen dog from her lap and held ready."
you
Mrs.
have,"
of
course
"Oh,
said
14 days or money refunded. DO cents
it limp and melancholy in the air.
Hut she soon recovered her presence
of mind and began the discussion of
her season's plans.
The Republican Elephant As
"I hope to produce 'Klectra.' an
adaptation or rather a translation 111 I ALU
tride the Democratic Donk.Taft
from the Oreek, with certain concesGoes
Riding
sions to the modern theater in its
For instance, we have
construction.
I?
eliminated the flreek chorus. it
a Creek tragedy and I hope I am
ft
equal to it. The difficulty will be
to find time, the study It Involves.
I expect to lay off a week at Christinas time and it may be possible to
give it a production later in New

Stop that tickling Coushl Dr.
Shoop's Cough Cure will sim'y st.jp
it, and with perfect safety. It Is so
thoroughly harmless, that Dr. snoop
tells mothers to use nothing else even
with very young babies. The whole-Hom- e
green leaves and tender sterna
of a lung healing mountainous shrub
furnish the curative properties to Dr.
Shoop's Cough Cure. It calins the
cough, and heals the sensitive bronNo
opium, no
chial membranes.
chloroform, nothing harsh used to
or suppress.
Demand Dr York.
Injure
Shoop's. Take no other. All deal"1 am going to do a new one-ac- t
phiy of Yeats' when I return lu his
er!.
own theater in Dublin."
"Yeat is one of the great poet-?- "
I'.t'HO OF PATItlt'K CASK
"Yes, I consider that he is very
Nt
York, .March 3. Charged with
perjury and forgery as the alleged great. His plays are beautiful, tragaccomplices of the notorious Albert ic, tender."
"Whom do you lour spoken of In
T. Patrick lu his swindling opera
tiiMis, David 1. Short and Morris My
ers were cniN'il for trial today before
Justice Doulmg in the supreme court
seven years after the commission of
the crini" Attorneys for the defense
have asked for more time to prepare
I hT fonnd a tried nfl tortrl cut for Rhpu.
their ease, but this application was trmtural
Not a vmly that will Mmiirhten the
Dow ling.
denied by
distorted llmt of chronic rrippW, nor turn beny
to
i?nlit. That U impotable,
Albeit T. Patrick Is now serving a trowths back
now luryly kiil lu
and pangi of
life sentence in prison for the tnur this deplorable
dispute.
der of William Marsh Itice, an a,e'
lu Guntiauy with A Chemist In tha City nf
J fuun1 the lndt Imm'du-n- t
with
Texas millionaire. In l'.iul. Short Is Darmstadt
lr. Hbop' Khrmuiatlo Riutiy w mail
charged with having drawn up and Awhich
perfected, dependable prescription.
Without
ill disposing that last Ingredient, I micre&dully treated muny,
attested a fraudulent
casraof Rheumatism ; but now, at lat. It tail
of Pice's properly. Mejers was a law many
lornily cures all curable rasw of thU hervUifore
clerk in Patrick's of lice who witness
gntnultu
much dreaded disease. Thone
waste, found In Rheumatic lilood frHuntodUwtlve
the signature purporting to be that
paafc away under the action of thU rvnudy as
and
Klce on the will.
freely a dot tusur wli n added to pure wutr.
aU-And then, when unsolved. thee poivmou
frwly past irom the iyttou, and the cause of
Wliat to Do When liillous.
gone
1
U
now
over.
fur
no
RheumatWin
here
li
The right thing to J'i when you real
no actual excue to fiiriVr longer will.
feel bilious li to take a dose of Cham" out itoip. V toll, and lu conthiwnc rucouuiioiwl
berlsn's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
They will cleanse the stomach and
Try
regulate the liver and bowels.
It. Price, 25 cents. Samples ftee at
all druggists.
Sphseribe for The Citizen an get
'ALL DRUGGISTS"
the news.
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A GOOB ROAD
The road to a bank

is

usually the road to prosperity

Not quite all depositors are prosperous, but all prosperous people are bank deposit
ors. At the end. of the road to this bank, there is the bank that has the ability and
the disposition tojhelp its customers, and many a man is glad that he has taken the road.

THERE IS A WARM WELCOME FOR YOU AT
THE END OF THIS ROAD ktTO THE BANK

STATE ;ANATIONAL
BANK
LBUQUERQUE
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Mix Tonight
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But nnc Republican state convention to select delegates to Chicago
hm yet been held, and but scattering
conventions. Nevertheless,
district
prenominatlonal content has o
th
early taken form that It Is possible
to make surmises os to the probable
division of strength.
The Chicago convention will be
compose,! of 978 delegates, of which
come from the forty-si- x
9fl6 will
Mates and 12 from the six territories.
To nominate, 490 votes thus are necessary. Dividing the country geo
graphically it appears
that 188 of
these delegates come- from the sixteen states of the free territory west
of the Mtastaflippl river; from the six
middle western states, J 98; from the
four middle eastern states, 176; from
the three border states of Missouri,
78.
and
Kentucky and Maryland.
from too eleven southern Mates, 234
From the best Information now at
hand It appeara that Secretary Taft
unanimous
will have the practically
support of the states west of the
river: the support of the
three border states of Missouri, Ken
tuckv. and Maryland; Ohio, Mlchl
gan. and West Virginia in the middle
west; New Jersey among the middle
states, and well up toward half the
support of New England. In addition he is conceded the twelve territorial votes. The outlook now Is that
the fijst ballot at Chicago will show
thj following for Taft:
Delegates.
State
California
....208
Oregon
10
Washington .. . .
8
Montana

If

-

Los Angeles,

March 3.
and Battling
Nelson will tonight engage in a
which local
swattzenbund
fight fans expect will be one spanking good spat.
These boys, each of whom at times
enjoyed the honor of being reckoned
the premier white lightweight, have
hooked up In three previous battles
and have taken turns at winning. Incidentally, their former affrays have
imbued each other with a wholesome
respect for the other so that while
Bat and Jimmy both profess much
confidence, down deep in their hearts
they feel that the result of tonight's
scrap U almost a toss-up- .
Brltt won the first encounter be
tween the pair, outpointing Bat in
6
twenty rounds. Their second meet- 6
ng was the sensational Colma affair.
10
Nelson singing the cradle song to
6
Britt In the eighteenth round. The
moving pictures of this mill are said
8
IS to have netted Jim Coffroth, the San
In the
20 Francisco promoter, $100,000.
"dope-upsid14 third bout Britt turned all
down by giving the Dane a
26
22 bully good beating in twenty rounds.

Nevada.

Idaho
Utah . .
Colorado
Wyoming
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kannan
Oklahoma
Iowa
-

..

ten-rou-

30
2

will go

28

24
14
16
4

-

12

426
will be observed that there is
not Included in the foregoing Mat any
of the eleven southern states in which
the Republican party is little more

Total

If, as announced, there
are to be contesting delegations from
each of these southern states and the
convention follows the precedent of
refusing to decide what Is practically
indeterminable by giving tne rival
delegates half a vote each, then Sec
retary Taft would have 117 votes from
the south. Add these to the 426 from
the northern and border states and he
a good
would have a total of 643
many more than is necessary for a
nomination. The attempt has been
made to spread the Impression that
the Taft candidacy is bottomed on the
southern rotten boroughs. Assertions
along this line do not bear analysis.
If the delegates from the eleven
southern states under suspicion were
altogether excluded he could win. It
will not be surprising If early devel
men
opments show that the antl-Taare the ones really relying on south
em delegates.
Nor does it appear that the theo
strength in the con
retical antl-Ta- ft
vention is homogeneous or can be
concentrated on any one man. There
are four "favorite sons" Hughes of
New York, Knox of Pennsylvania,
Fairbanks of Indiana, and La Fol-letof Wisconsin. It is likely that
any delegation New York will send
could be delivered unanimously, or
even In majority, against Taft If the
name of Governor Hughes were with
in
drawn? It is the understanding
Indiana that if Fairbanks cannot be
named the majority of the delegation

than a shell.

ft
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Grippe?

STOMACH

Take a few
doses ot the

Bitters.
2

felt

It

will aid
greatly

in

restoring
your former
health and

strength.
We guaran-

tee it pure.
In c.ises of 1illls anl tVdiN
it is also very beneficial and It
idkcn in time ('ripH can lo

It also cures
Indirection, Com .vein's
olltrr Slonuuii Troubles.
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Taft.

So In Wisconsin

La Follette has made little
...46 Senator
concealment of the fact that If Presi
1

It

m

Calif.,

James Edward Britt

td

u,

LISTEN:
" I iigure that an advertisement placed in an
evening paper will be read at least four times as

BODIES

well as one placed in a morning paper. The
reason is obvious: In the morning people are

-

too busy to read at any length. They look over
the headlines, and possibly read the articles that
are of special interest to them then throw the
paper aside. The day's work is before them,
and must be done. But in the evening the work
of the day is behind them, and they have the
time, and also a greater inclination, to read.
After supper, in easy "'chair and slippers, they
will take up the evening paper and read it to
the very last line."
These are the sentiments i of one of Albuquerque's largest merchants. Think it over and

Buffalo, N. Y., March 3. That
state commissioners throughout the
country have Joined with the "old
line" companies In waging a concert
ed warfare on the fraternal insurance
bodies and that the fraternal system
of Insurance is doomed to speedy ex
tinction If adverse bills prepared by
commissioners are passed by the
state legislatures, is the statement of
Walter A. Rice, supreme secretary of
the Order of Iroquois, which began
Its national convention today.
"Over the heads of the officials of
the fraternal beneficiary societies of
the United States forever hangs, like
the sword of Damocles, the threat of
adverse legislation," said Mr. Rice.
"And the hand from which depends
this deadly sword Is that of the state
Insurance commissioner.
"Back of the mighty, imposing figure of the state insurance commissioner, and partially concealed by his
decide if it is
shadow, are the old line life companies, urging him to cut the Blender
kill the fraternal system.
It was on his showing In this last thread and early
days of these socle-tie- s
"In the
match, was
scrap that the Britt-Gan- s
there were no state laws, nor inmade, in which Jimmy busted his
surance commissioners, and yet the
ulna.
. On form, this evenings mill Is a pioneer societies conducted their busitheir
hard one to pick, but those who play ness as honorably, and paid pres"hunches" figure that it Is the Bat- claims as promptly, as at the
tler's turn to win. Again, Brltt has ent time when under close state sunever annexed the large end of the pervision.
"About 1880, when fraternal insurpurse in any battle outside of San
Francisco. He lost to Willie O'Keefe ance began to show unmistakable
In Portland,
Nelson in Colma and signs of becoming one of our great
gradually
state laws
Terry McGovern in New York. Some institutions,
say Jimmy has an
"hoo were enacted, largely at, the dictation
doo." while others say things less of the old line life companies under
the pretense of protecting the people.
kindly.
"Strangely enough, the, state In
Both boys will make the required
always in
weight with ease. They are to scale surance commissioner
133 pounds at 6 o'clock this evening, dorsed any legislation proposed by
his offi
Charlie Kyeton will referee. Brltt is the companies, and exertedpassage.
an 8 to 10 favorite in the betting, cial Influence to secure its
"From the time when the state In
Here's the way the boys stand up to
surance commissioner was first called
date:
December 20. 1904, Britt won de upon to supervise the fraternals, ers, of course.
"Shall a great Institution like the
clsion In twenty rounds, San Francis' there is a continuous trail of abuse,
misrepresentation and adverse legis- fraternal system, with nearly 200 soco.
cieties, 6,000,000 members and
September 9, 1905, Nelson won on lation,
people protected' "oy It, conSciMirate SuporvUdon
knockout, eighteen rounds, Colma.
July 31, 1907, Brltt won decision
"Ever since the birth of the fra tinue to submit to the despotism, the
twenty rounds, San Francisco.
ternal system In 1868, there has been hostility, the Injustice of theweinsurperShall
no evidence of fraud, corruption or ance commissioners?
mismanagement to warrant the state mit them longer to dangle over our
I wish that I might taw with all commissioners in their concerted war heads the sword of Damocles?
sick ones about the actual cause of fare upon It. On the other hand, the
"Let us create a new office In each
Stomach, Heart and Kidney ailments. fraternals by their magnificent de state, the office of 'fraternal insurperson
how weak velopment have deserved and should ance commissioner," to be ejected by
To explain In
Stomach nerves lead to Stomach have received the support and co the people. In that way divorce the
I
am sure would interest operation of insurance commissioners old line from the fraternal system.
weakness,
all. And it' Is the same with weak and not their opposition.
Let there be one commissioner who
compane
Hearts or weak Kidneys. This is why
"If they are really bound by their shall supervise the
my prescription
Snoop's
RestoDr.
deep sense of duty as Insurance com- ies, and the fraternal commissioners
rative so promptly reaches ailments missioners to protect the people who shall supervise the fraternals."
of the Stomach, Heart and Kidneys. against Insurance frauds, they had
It is wrong to drug the Stomach or abundant opportunity to do so by in;xxl for Everybody
stimulate the Heart or Kidneys. vestigating the 'old liners' them
Mr.
R. Coulter, a promiNorman
simply
nerves
These weak Inside
selves.
nent architect in the Delbert buildneed more strength. My Restorative
"Eternal vigilance is the price of ing,
"I fully
San Francisco, says:
Is the only prescription
made ex- the continued existence of the fra
pressly for these nerves. Next to see- ternal system. The commissioners endorse all that has been said of
ing you personally, will be to mall are now more antagonistic than ever Electric Bitters as a tonic medicine.
It Is good for everybody. It corrects
you free, my new booklet entitled, before.
stomach, liver and kidney disorders
"What To Do." I will also send the
"A prominent actuary predicts that In
a prompt and efficient manner and
book today. It will surely Interest within two years all states will re
Bityou. Address Dr. Shoop. Box 8, Raquire a minimum table of rates to be builds up the system." Electric ever
medicine
spring
ters
best
is
the
con
cine, Wis. All dealers.
Fraternal
either the National
gress table or the American Experi- sold over a druggist's counter; as a
ODD
ence table. The commissioners are blood purifier It is unequaled. 50c
MEET
FEIJiOWS
TEXAS
agreed upon the latter, which would at all dealers'.
Fort Worth, Texas, March 3. Del- place fraternals upon the basis of
ROUGH DRY.
egates from all the Texas lodges of old line life insurance; then would
reserve
legal
valuation,
today
easily
are
the
follow
for
here
Fellows
Odd
Do you know what thl means? If
annual meeting of the state grand and such other measures as would not ask our drivers to explain It to
yon.
lodge, which will extend through four throttle fraternal Insurance.
days.
"For whoso benefit? The old lln- - IMPERIAL IiAUNDRY COMTANT.
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Old Line Companies Are ForeIng Benevolent Societies
Out of Business.

Even Without Any of Contested Southern Delegations
He Is Far In the Lead.

Missouri
Kentucky
Michigan
Ohio ..i
West Virginia
Maryland
New Jersey
Connecticut
Massachusetts (half)
New Hampshire (half)Territories . .,

FIGHT FOR

FRATERNAL

NOW ASSURES

Minnesota-

PAGK THHEB

CITIZEN.

dent Roosevelt cannot be induced to
run again Taft is his second choice.
So in Illinois Taft is likely to be preEven
ferred if Cannon retires.
though there is a material subtraction from the probable Taft column
an given above, an,i no nomination
cornea on the first ballot, the opposi
tion is likely to break up on the sec
ond.
No other candidate, with the pos
sible exception of Governor Hughes,
has any considerable support outside
It Is certainly a
of his own state.
striking
fact
that Secretary Taft
promises to carry every delegate from
every northern state that hasn't a
candidate of its own to the line of the
Hudson river. New York Is. of course,
for Governor Hughes, and will do all
in its power to bring about his nomi
nation; yet Intelligent Hughes opinion
should take notice of the remarkable
sweep of the Taft support. It is
comparable to that which won Mc- Klnley an easy victory at St. Louis in
1896, although then, as now, the big
delegations from New York and
were "bucking"
the
Pennsylvania
sentiment of the country one by
supporting Governor Morton and the
other by supporting Senator Quay.
PAY QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
New York, March 3. The directors
of the American Smelting & Refining
company today declared a quarterly
dividend of one per cent on the common stock, which is one per cent less
than for the last previous quarter. A
per
dividend of one and three-fourtcent on preferred stock was also declared, unchanged from the last quar
ter.
CAN'T FIXD HIDDEN FORTUNE
Monmouth, 111., March 3. Unsuccessful attempts have been made to
uncover the $100,000 In gold believed
to have been burled near the home of

true.J

ADVERTISE IN

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Issued at an hour
when people have time to read

out-of-to-

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

old-lin-

Depository

i-

ESTABLISHED

- e. PUTNEY

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Lxcluslve Stock of Staple Groceries in
the Southwest.

SASSIETY'S FIRST AUTO SHOW

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

THE

A

M

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumbsr, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkcie Roofing

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vlc President.

"Irian's olntmt-n- t cured nie of ec
zema that had annoyed me a long
time. The cure was permanent."
Hon. H. W. Matthews, commissioner
labor statistics, Augusta, Me.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

WILL EAT NO MORE "WHEATS"
Wilmington, Dti., March 3. As the
result of an operation for appendi
citis Wilbur Steele, champion buck
wheat cake eater of Delaware, has
been forced to relinquish h's title.
His latest feat was the consumption
cakes, each the size of
of twenty-fiv- e
a plate, and two pounds of butter.

y

1172.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

First and Marqoette

Ol'ARRY.MEX OUT
March 3. over 5,000
granite cutters, quarrymen and ethers employed in the granite indu.-trat Barre, Montpelier and Westerly
were affected today by the suspension of work, due to the failure of the
unions and manufacturers to agree to
a new wage scale and working agree
ment.

$250,000

"OLD RELIABLE."

the late Benjamin Scull, an eccentric
citizen of this country. Scull lost the
power ot speech before his death and
was unable to tell where his fortune
was hidden.

Boston,

Capital and
Surplus

United States

Alboqoerqoe, New Mexico

Chas. Meiinl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to
MELXN'I A KAKIV. ami IJACIIECIll

WMOLKtALm

DKALKR

GIOMI

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wu

lp tvtrythlng labar
most fastidious

stock It outfit tat
eomplots

Have Ixvn appointed exclusive agent In the Southwest for Jos. S.
Strliliti. Will.
anil SU IaiiU A. It. t'. Itrvwcrk-n- :
YcIU'mIiiim',
lur HrooL, IahiH Hunter, T. J
iifMi Kivt-r- , W. 11. Mc Itrayer's
Monunii, and other brands of u!iiklr ih numerous to mention.
WK AUK NOT t'O.MI'OL'NDKltS
But sell the straight article s received from, the best Wineries
iJistlllerles and Breweries in the United Slates. Call and inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue an j Prlc
List. Issued to dealers only.
lA-m-

shine and a pair of new laces

will Improve the looks of your shoe
wonderfully.
We can sell you the
best polisher on the market in black,

tan or white, as well as the strongest
laves In silk, mercerized or linen. C.
May's Shoe fc!tore, 3U We.it Central
avenue.

Citizen Want Ads for Results
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ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN FOR A VACATION AND REST,
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
the

By

Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

i
1

On
Ub

)

by mall In adTance
Tr
month by mall
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carrier within city limits .
Entered an second clam matter at the Ixtofflce of Albuquerque, X.
aadar Act of Coagnxm of March S, 1879.

Dm month

t

The only IHostratrd daUy newspaper Id New Mexico and the best
swlsslng medium of the Southwent.

M.,
d-

TBA ALbl'OUEUQCE CITIZEN HAS:
The "nert equipped Jjpb d'Prtin7t in jfrw Mexico,
The latest reports by Associated Pre and Auxiliary Xews Service.

i

WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
i

Deatft cf

B. Cftifders

VV.

The many friends of William B. Chllder. one of the best known attorneys In the territory, were etartled this morning by the news of his sudden
death, which took place shortly after 9 o'clock.
William B. Childers was one of the pionepr attorneys and citizens of
having come here from his home in Tennessee a short time before the completion of the Santa Fe railway, to this city. He had been a
permanent resident of Albuquerque and a practicing Attorney of the- territory
since that time.
He left a widow and three daughters who have the sympathy of the entire community In their grief.
Attorney Childers was one of the ablest men of the Now Mexico bar.
He was a man who possessed great character and as a consequence he made
His enemies, howhosts of warm friends and some- very bitter enemies.
ever, were forced to respect him for hs commanded the Instant respect of
every one with whom he came In contact.
Of later years, however, many of those who were opposed to titrn 1n the
earlier days of his life In the west, were numbered among his closest friends.
William B. Childers lert a place In the legal profession which will not
be easily filled, and the community at large will long mourn one of its best
citizens and most enthusiastic workers.
Attorney William B. Childers was not an old man; he was cut off sudHe had Ju.--t reached
denly In the prime of his life and of his usefulness.
the age at which he could view his past achievements in their proper proactive
He possessed a remarkably
portions and plan for bigger things.
mind; he was one of the most brilliant thinkers and public speakers ln the
territory, and was one of the lenders of the Republican party and one of the
best and most loyal party workers.
His last illness was contracted while he ws on a recent trip to the national capital, where he. combined work for the Interests of New Mexico with
A severe cold de
legal bu.sinws before the United States supreme court.
eloped Into pneumonia and death resulted very suddenly from Impaired
heart action at 4 time when it was believed he was showing favorable pigns
"
'"
'
! '
of recovery.
William B. Childers was too well known In New Mexico to need eulogy
He was a kind
His home life was most pleasant.
now that he is no more.
husband and father and a. good neighbor and a good citizen.
It would be but a waste of words to sny more, forthe many people who
crowded the Childers" home or paid constant passing tribute to his memory
on the streets of Albuquerque today, better expressed the esteem in which
he was generally held, than all that could be written.
Dozens of telegrams from all portions of New Mexico were received by
the stricken family this afternoon.
A meeting of the attorneys of the city has been called to express publicly the loss sustained by the bar and the Masonic order, of which he was
loyal member, will also take similar action.
William B. Childers will long be remembered ln New Mexico and The
Citizen only desires to add its expression of deep sorrow and of sympathy for
the loss sustained by the family and by the community at large-- .
It is a loss that will become more and more apparent as the dnys pass
-

-
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. TBM ALBCCJTKRQCK CITIZEN IS:
j '
The loading Kepnbllcan daily and weekly newsftstper of the Soutlroeot.
k Tfie adTOcate of Republican principles and the "Square peal,"

by.

BE

Under the above heading the New York World, a Democratic paper,
which occupies a position of considerable prominence in the party in New
Tork state, severely grills the great commoner and whows up in a most convincing manner the way in which he has damaged his party in order to force
himself upon it as a presidential candidate from time to time.
Those who have n so actively predicting Bryan's success In the tiext
campaign will no doubt be somewhat taken aback at the U at r merits made
It speaks of Uryan a.-- follows:
by the World.
William Jennings Itryvin made ix speeches 111 Kentucky during the campaign of 1SD7.
The stati.- - responded with a Republican plurality of 1S.0&3
and turned a Democratic administration out of office.
A few weeks ago Mr. Bryan went to Frankfort and urged the Democratic
Beckham to the United States
members of the legislature to elect John '.
Mr. Bryan's influence was so great that although the Democrats
had a majority of eight on Joint liallot, the Kentucky legislature yesterday
William i Bradley, a Republican, to succeed James B.
elected
a Democ rat.
It represents the sort
This Is smother brilliant triumph if Hiyanl.-m-.
of victory which for twelve years the I lein.icra t Ic party lias been achieving
under Mr. Bryan's peerless leadership.
In 1X9B. when Mr. Bryan was li rut nominated for president, there- were
Today there
39 Democrat and i'-- Republicans in the United Staler Semite.
When Mr. Bradli-- takes the seat
are 31 Democrats and 61 Republicans.
of Mr. Mci'reaiy, if Mr. Bryan's leadership continues, there will he not more
than 30 Democrats to 62 Republicans. '
Not a single Democratic vote a ill In necessary even for the latilication
of a treaty.
The Republican majority can ,piit into two equal factions and
The Democrats in 'he Senthe Democratic minority.
each fiction
iln ir despairing status during
ate of the United States will have returned
Grant's administration.
pu'y urv'v.- the blight "f
How much ionger can ttie Democra'nBryanism'.'
bt-e-

20 per cent Discount on all Fine Furniture

STRONG BLOCK

Bicycles

DELAYED

SALE OR RENT

uf

CounciuiHti Were Not tirrUvlii
Some LefciU 1NIiiIm and
Artiou.

The issue of $400,000 sewer bonds
with which to build a sewer system
for the city, came up at last night's
meeting of the council, but ns some
of the councilmen were not satisfied
as to all legal points Involved in the
issue, the matter was deferred until
Thursday afternoon, at which time
the council will meet In special se..
sion.
It is expected then that the
issue will be authorized, although but
part of the bonds will probably be
issued at first.
Bids for the erection of a fountain
at the corner of Broadway and Central avenue were opened, the bidders
being as follows: A. W. Anson $610;
Edward Denibke, $650; J. K. Wilson
$4 88.
On motion of Alderman
acwas
Mr. Wilson's bid
cepted.
Alderman Learnard reported on the
proposition to establish a fire department ln the Highlands. On motion
the committee having the. matter ln
charge was ordered to make an estimate of the cost of establishing a
department In the Highlands.
A number of claims for property
destroyed by the city physician during the recent smallpox epidemic,
were presented and some of them al
Wil-kerso- n,

REPAIRS
FINE NEW STOCK
8
8

Farming

F. 5. Hopping

321 SOUTH StCOND
00OfcOGOGOGOOGOsOOGO0

Hay-Presse-s,

lsils

unchanged.

C

Chicago, March 3. Cattle receipts
4.500. Market steady. Beeves $3.90
6.00; cows and heifers $ 1.85 4.90;
Texans $3.75 Iff 4.75; calves
$5.00
7.25; westerns $4.00ffii 5.00; stockers
and feeders $2.754.90.
Sheep receipts
12.000.
Market
strong. Westerns $3.40 ft 5.60; yearlings $5.006.25; lambs J5.00fi'6.85;
westerns $5.26 6.85.

Prices the Lowest
Write-fo- r

a

I

CASH UIK.IS.
92.50 washing machines and up
POOli TABU-:- , BUSINESS at Futrelle Furniture Co.
LOT OX CENTRAL AVE. 1NOT1RE
SCOTT KNIGHT.
REGISTRATION BOARDS
Divided skirts for cross saddle rid
ing are niede- to your measurement
at the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
FOR CITY ELECTION

Co.

1

j. t. Mclaughlin,

-

Baby won't suffer five minute
with croup if you apply Dr. Thomas'
It acts like Mayw
Eclectric Oil at once.
magic.

FEE'S DELICIOUS

LATE.

o

Our standard is domestic finish. If
the high polish tell us; we
do that, too. II ii libs Laundry Co.
you want

o

Inst received, a new lot of malting,

niture Co.

VOn

RENT

mul Council
at Mooting
Last Night,

ApMliinu-nl-

HOT CHOCO-

WALTON'S DRKi STORE.

art squares and rugs.

pHin(s

I'utrelle

Fur-

AT
RESIDENCE
APPLY OLD

202 NORTH EDITH.
TOWN IOSTOFFICE.

We handle anything In the laundry
PImhio 177.
Hubbs Ijuiuulry

lino.
Co.

Coil-lii'ii-

President.

is

First and Marble

s

I

PHONE 251

The boards of registration for the
city election April 7, were appointed
by Mayor McKeo and confirmed by
the council at its session last night.
The boards and places of registration
are as follows:
First ward Store of Joe Richards.
Members, J. M. Richards, John B.
McManus and A. W. Hayden.
Second ward B. H. Briggs & Co.
drug store, corner of Gold avenue
and First street. Members, B. H.
Rriggs, Thomas Binkert and
John
Bonnell.
Third ward Office of E. II. Dun- H
bar, corner of Third and Gold. Members. E. H. Dunbar, Thomas Naylon
and W. W. McDonald.
Fourth ward Drug store of W. Y.
Walton. Members, Frank H. Moore,
W. V. Walton and Felix Baca.

No man is (no big an
Greater Albuquerque.

1

no man U ('"

M.

equipped for business
and solicit your orders.

BEST
a

a

a at

m

b'AlLU. LUfflF. DUAL

$6.50
Mill Wood
Mountain Wood
Cedar and Pine
Sawed to any length

be free from noxious ingredients

Complete purity and whole

someness are the unquescharacteristics of

SAVES
YOU
MONEY

tioned
172

uu

Mris

a

a. m

Vji mJ tini

ni

I

m pow

d

Miiull to aid in the work of ni'jkiiig

GRANDE LUMBhH

Phone 8.

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

'
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.

telephone
The
preaerree
your health, prolong your lit
and protects your home.

TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

We are now fully

B&kfnri
Powder, beinrf in
dispensable in the preparation of our daily food, must

1

i

RIO

Montezuma Grocery

&

Liquor Co.

COPPER and THIRD

Imported

and Domestic

Groceries

and

Liquors

l'ure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
Glass or Gallon, Beer by the Pottle or Case, Family
Tr.ule Solicited Satisraction Guaranteed.
Call, Thone or Send for

Solicitor

OW30033tK3tX3aoo000

l'hone 1029
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a Coke

st imp out the
la liis appeal to the legislature for funds with which
that throuisln nit
"nighi riders" Hovernor Willson of Kentucky
For mouths 'h. s,. armed hand
of th.- - si. He a condition of anarchy prevail.
s and assassins have lerrorixed eu'ire counties in
of nndnUht hai
man ha.s
nl
ing districts practically unopposed.
oi if
the tohacco-aro-

e.

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber cornea from our own
mills located ln the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is just as cheap?
It will pay you to' look Into this.

Per ton of 2,000 pounds

Kentucfus "HigfU Riders"

Nt-.i-

GIVE US A CHANCE

Fuel

--

beejl Indicted and none convicted or punished.
Within a week tin- - "niifiit riders" have raided the town of i Iracey, "shot
(he town marshal and ss hipped a m an who was
up" tlio houses,
Near I.oyelac eville they held up a fanner on
suspected of helng a detecthe.
Near MaynVld tiney biirne.i a
the road and burned his load of tobacco.
Hopk'n.-vlllwhere a siuull detachment of militia has
farmer's barn.
been jt.ilioned for some weeks, they shot up ami then burned the hollSe of
stigating si
The grand Jury at the time was supposed to be
a fariro-r- .
Kurly Thursday morning i
tobacco
ilar outrages in the neighborhood.
warehouse seven tulles trm Frankfort was burned.
If (Jowrnor Willson cannot ileal with the "night riders" by the ordinary
ll
methods of Justice, if 'l.o unit! I juries plolecl them and the pi "osecuting
the .New
tornc.Ns ate afraid I " act, if the militia prove useless, there is
Mexico way of reaching them.
iut lure the mounted police can ride Just
as hard and hoot Just as straight as any horse thb-- f or niur derer of the
pl.Un. i That is one reason why we line no outlaws in New Mi xieo now.
The other reason is that "Or county pfllcers are not generally low a rd s.

land Retail

Wholamaim

The
Aztec

THREE SAFES,

IE KS.

te

one-thir-

jg;

'

.

out-vo-

Pricesand Descriptive Catalogues.

I

.

ex-o- v.

Quality the Best

MclNTOSH': HARDWARE1 ' CO.

)

Ben-ate-

'Walking

and Sulky Plows, ScotcbJSteelland Disc Harrows, Cultivators;
the Improved Buckeye Mower the strongest and most
satisfactory mower on the market at the present time, especially
adapted for Alfalfa Fields. Sxudebaker Wagons the only kind
worth buying or having. REPAIRS: We cany a complete stock of
repairs tor our line oi goods.;

St.
Wool Market.
Si. Louis, March 3. Wool steady
UC-tX--

Implements

We especially desire tocall your attentioji to our large line of

DEALERS:

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

dlirtlgo

s

Largest and Most CompleteLine Ever Shown in This City

Kansnst City IJtvesl4M'k.
Kansas Clrv. March 3. Cattle re
ceipts 10.000. Market steady. Southern steers $4.00 5.20; southern cows
lowed.
$2.75 ffr 4.00;
stockers
feeders
The council appropriated $100 to $3.25 ffr 5.00; bulls $3.25 ffiand
4.50: calves
help publish a book on Albuquerque, $3.50ro;6.25; western steers $4.25
now being prepared by the Commer5.50: western cowa $3.00f24.50.
cial club, and which will be ready
Sheep
receipts 6.000.
Market
for distribution soon.
steady. Muttons $ 4.50 W 5.50 ; lambs
On motion of Alderman Harrison
6.25f'6.70; range wethers
$5.00
$150 was appropriated for buying 6.20; fed ewes $4.50 W 5.35.
trees and placing them in the city
park and public grounds.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Reports of city officers were read
and approved.
FOR RENT 2 rooms for light house,
A light mas ordered placed at the
keeping. Xo invalids desired. 217
corner of Broadway and Oarfield
S. Arno.
avenue. Other routine business wni WANTED A good horse weighing
transacted.
over 900 pounds. Will pay cash
if horse and price are right. J. P.
Steele & Co., 116 W. Coal.
EOR SALE
WANTED qirl for general housework. Apply 10S ,S. Arno.

I. II. COX, THE PLUMBER. CAN
MEND THAT OLD HOSE, OR SELL
YOU THE BEST NEW HOSE MANUFACTURED.

tJfQ BCigfit of Bryanism

VOJi "ACTUM Jf EXTERTAIXINO.
your table service perfect or anywhere near perfection?
If
let
us suggest that we can supply all deficiencies in the way of china,notporcelain and glassware at prices that wouldn't make sour the visage of
anyone even If he or she were looking for trouble.

SPoooooocooooo

SEWER BONO ISSUE
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H. STRONG
F.
FURNITURE, RUGG, ETC.

No difference what has brought you to New Mexico health recreatloA,
port or observation you will like The Valley Ranch, at Pecos, 1. M. Erery-bod- y
does, and the reasons la obvious.
There you find typical ranch life
with the privations cut out.
There you can rest, read, walk, ride, drive,
hoot, fish, trap, or Just simply loaf, and no one will bother you.
They
have everything you could need on such an outing, from cattle and
scenery,
to easy chairs, and all at your disposal.
Most picturesque
beautiful roads and paths, bear or squirrels, as you prefer; good horses, tents,
cabins or houses, fine board and last and best of all, a jolly good crowd-la- dles
and gentlemen.
AND YOU CANT SPEND MORE T1IAV NINE DOLLARS A WEEK. '
For further particulars, call at The Citizen office, or address Valley
Ranch, Pecos, N. M.

twi.

nan

Its active principle, cream of tartar, a pure, health-givin- g
fruit
acid, Is derived solely from grapes
Poisonous Ingredients are found In the
d
baking powders, Tnelr
active principle Is a mineral acid derived from sulphuric acid, oU ol vitriol
low-price-

Study the label and buy
only baklag powder nad

Iraaa crsaotol larlar
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J. P. MORELLI
Ladies' Tailor
622 Wcct TIJeras Ave.

ARB READING
THIS ONE

KoJol is a nclentlflc preparation of
table aoiila with natural digest-ant- s
and contains the same Juices
founj In a healthy stomach. Each
dose will digest more than
3.000
grains of good fuod. .Sold by J. II.
O'RIelly Co.
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Sectional Book Cases
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SPECIAL SALE

LOOK
READ
HURRY

COIIVEIIIIOIJ IS

have both the Gunn and
make, the best that's made
Globe-Wernic-

COUNTY

f

to Select Delegates to
Territorial Convention.

18.

Full Line of Other Office Furniture
SOLD AT FACTORY PRICES

MEETING PLACES OF
PRECINCT PRIMARIES

See Our Window Display This Week

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
REASONS WHY

Occidental Life Insurance Co.
Of New Mexico and Arizona
It is a home industry.
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to

pro-

It writes the standard policies established by the Laws

of

most'exacting ever enacted.
J. H. O'Rielly,
Joshua S. Raynolcb, '
New York, the

WILL

BE

HELD

Killing Is Subject of Conversa-

tion ThroughoutCountry-Recal- ls
Old Days.
Lii Cruces, N. M., March 3. The
funeral of "Pat" Uarrett will be held
tomorrow morning and Interment will
be tn the" cemetery at this place. K.
Jf. Garrett, a brother, will urrlve today from' Iku!iana to attend' the funeral,
.
The preliminary hearing: of Wayne
Jlrazel will probably be held tomorrow or Thursday.
Brazel will plead
not guilty to the charge of murder
plea
and maintain hU
of self defense.
The killing of Uarrett is the subof
ject
conversation for every man,
woman and child In the Mesilla valley und Dona Ana county. Various
reasons are assigned for the tragic
death of Pat Garrett, some placing
the entire blame on Uarrett and some
blaming the man who did the deed,
Wayne Brazel, who was born and
reared In .Lincoln county, llrazcl was
never known to be In trouble before
and rarely carried a gun.
Put Garrett has all of his Hie been
a man of rare bravery and nerve. As
a sheriff and deputy sheriff of Lincoln and Dona Ana counties he made
a reputation, probably excel led by no
other peace officer in the United
Utates, for cold iron nerve in the very
Jaws of death, before the sixshooter
wielded by some of the most desperate outlaws who ever infested the one
Hearing this
time1 lawless southwest.
in mind. If he intended to kill Wayne
lirazel when he got oui of his buggy
with his shotgun in his hand last Saturday, why did he, who had never in
all his wonderful career allowed a
man to get the drop on him. give his
opponent an opportunity to shoot him
In the back? his friends ask. The
first shot from Urazel's
It is pretty positive, entered the back
of the head and came out over the
left eye, the second ball entered the
lower breast and ranged up nine inch,
es Into the shoulder
The last
shot was possibly made after Uarrett
fell or when he was down.
On the other hand, gome ask did
Garrett think Brazel a coward and
Uliarmed, or if armed, afraid to use
his weapon, and by saying, as Adam-sowho was wilh Uarrett in the
you,
buggy swears Uarrett said, "
I'll put you out right now," and, pick,
ing up hU shotgun which wus standing in the buggy at his side loaded
with six shells of No. 8 birdshot, got
out of the buggy intending to scare
Brazel into getting off his ranch.
Again, it is possible that Pat Garrett, the famous hunter of western
desperadoes, at last tackled n man entirely different from the class with
which he had always dealt a man
quiet, peaceable, brave, fighting only
when absolutely forced to defend
himself and ran against the kind of
a man he did not understand, an unknown quantity as it were, and thus
met his fate?
'Again, is it no' '.ironside some ask
that Uarrett, who is a man up In the
sixties, who has always led a strenuous life and who iias been out of
practice with the gun for several
years and unaccustomed to controlling his wrath in the heat of excitement, for several years, lost control
of himself for an Instant and that
Brazel, young, active, alert, knowing
Garrett's reputation as a dead shot
and not a bit afraid to shoot, took
no chances, weighing man against
man, and shot while he could.
These are the sentiments now going the rounds, not only of New Mexico, but over tho entire countrty, because Garrett and his record are
known from ocean to ocean.
llirrtMii lrrvkHiMy Heard
Kor some time the friends of both;
-

n,

Sec'y and Gen. Mgr.

parties have been making threats, so
It is claimed, and Garrett stated in
Cruces a few days ago to some of
his old time friends that he expected
they would get him if he didn't get
them first. It is hoped, however, that
the trouble will now ceae.
Southern Xew Mexico and particu
larly Dona Ana and Lincoln counties
have every reason to be proud of Pat
Garrett. It was he who ridded these
once lawless districts of the desperado
and cattle thief. It was he who enabled the white people of the states
to move and live In peace and tranquility. Garrett was born in Louisiana, where he lived until he was a
young man, when he and two of his
friends took a notion they wanted to
go west and hunt buffalo.
They
ruamed around in the Texas Panhandle for some time, killing some buffalo, but not enough to keep the
chuck box filled, and finally they
went broke. They then struck a
for a Jol aji'rt Uarrett worked
there for some time and was finally
made foreman of the ranch, lie was
a crack shot and absolutely fearless.
No one could bluff him and he made
a good foreman, especially In those
days when the gun was the law. In
187H the famous Lincoln county. New
Mexico, cattle war broke out. The
bloody deeds of these factious are a
matter of history and are not excelled
in their thrilling tragedies. The life
of everyone was in danger. Sheriffs
and officers were killed and no one
could "oe found with the nerve to conquer them. Kinally Pat Uarrett was
heard of and offered the position of
deputy sheriff in 1K7M. He started
right In. capturing where he could
and killing when necessary, and at
lust, July, 18H1. he killed the ring
leader in lawlessness, the famous
Billy the Kid.
In K t Uarrett was
elected sheriff of Lincoln county and
held that position for two years, at
the end of which time peace reigned
in Lincoln county, and General Lew
Wallace, who was then governor of
New Mexico, declared Pat Uarrett
was the bravest man in the United
.States. Garrett then bought a ranch
in New Mexico near Koswell. but afterward moved to Uvadle, Texas.
That Pat Garrett should come to
his death In the manner he did and
under the circumstances which he did
is a cause for much conjecture, but It
is often tho history of the brave frontiersmen. He met the death' w hich
Hut
he so often dealt out to others.
nobody can say thai Pat Garrett, unless he did so in his last trouble, ever
picked a quarrel or attempted to get
u fight out of another. Ho was always calm, cool, dignified Hiid retiring.. He refused to talk of hls'piiMt
escapades and never courted trouble,
but rather would withdraw from a
quarrel than start a fight, If he could
do so with dignity.
Pat Garrett leaves a wife and seven
children, four boys and three girlH,
mourn his death.
cat-.tJen-
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COMPANY OUIIKU NO. 1
All members of Company G will
report for drill Tuesday night. March
S
3, in khaki uniforms.
lit
Drill
O. A. lIUItTN'Klt.
O'clock sharp.
-

Captain.

o

rnx bill.
cooker can be bought

save vocn

Upholstered

Furniture
T7e offer

a special cash dis-- "
count of 20 per cent on all

Parlor Furniture and iTurkish
Rockers and Leather Chairs.
All new and
goods.
te

COMB AND SEE US

A tireless
for
the price of a gasoline stove and 75
per cent of the cost of gas, coal or
gasoline is saved by cooking the
most toothsome meals entirely without lire.
We invite your
inspection
and
guarantee this estimate of fuel saving
to be a conservative one.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.,
412 West Central.

five Mom; in. os roi; i.itr- QCKKQl'K. TWO IIKO CAIIS MH.I)
OVT Ob' TIIK COMINU CAItMl.
UKV YOl'K OIUtKH IX NOW IK
Yor WANT OXE OCT or XI-- XT
SHIPMENT.
C. M. liAKItKIt & CO.
OFFICIO AND KALES ItOOM, Al..
Bl )l KHQCK CYCLE & AllMS CO.
It will cost you but ten cents a
dime tu have your shirt laundered
and lutine on lime. Hublis Laundry Co.
DeWitt's Carbollzed Witcl.

Bennett Curio Co.
Look for our

It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.

PAT GARRETT'SFUNERAL
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ALBERT FABER

109 North First St.

mote local enterprises.
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In pursuance
of a resolution
adopted by the Republican
central
committee of Bernalillo county at a
meeting held In Albuquerque, N. M.,
Store open from 9 to 12 a. m.
on the second day of March, A. 1.
and from 2 to 5 p. m.
190s, a, convention ot Ih.e Republicans
of the county of Bernalillo is by this
called to be held at the city of Albuquerque on Wednesday, the 18th
day of March, 1908, at 10 o'clock a.
m., at the Klks' opera house, for the
purpose of selecting 14 delegates to
represent the countv at the Republican territorial convention which has
been called to meet at Silver City,
on
New Mexico,
the 21st day of
March, A. D. 1S108, to select six dele
gates and six alternates to represent
the territory of New Mexico at
the National Republican convention
which Is to be held at the city of Chicago on June 16, 1908, which convention at Chicago has been called to be
held'for the purpose of nominating
candidate for president and vice president of the United States for the Republican party.
In conformity with the call Issued
'
,
.
for the Republican territorial con- committee or tne county a list 01 tne right to vote at any time during said
hours. The hours herein provided
vention each county is entitled to rep delegates selected for his precinct.
be extended, but they shall not
resentation at said convention to be
any, shall may
delegations,
Contesting
if
be lessened.
held at Silver City, on the basis of
one delegate for each one hundred present their credentials before the
II. O. BURSUM,
and fifty votes or fraction over seven- County Republican central commit- Chairman Republican Central Comty-five
mittee.
votes cast for the Republi tee for consideration no later than 9
can candidate for delegate to Cou o'clock a. m. of the day of the con- Attest:
C. V. SAFFORD, Secretary.
gress at the last election, held No vention, when the committee will be
In session for said purpose.
vetnber, 1906.
The following rules for the governThe primaries In the various pre
NOTICE
cincts of the county of Bern-aJillfor ment and regulation of precinct prithe selection of delegates as above maries have been adopted by the terltEPUBLlCAN
PRIMARIES.
committee
for
ritorial Republican
stated shall be hmeld in the followPrimaries of the Republican party
ing named places, and shall be called the various counties In the territory: of the city of Albuquerque, New Mex1.
shall ico, are hereby called for Thursday
to order by the folowing persons, reThe county committees
tlx the time and place of holding the evening,
spectively:
March 6, 1908, at 7:30
Precinct No. 1, San Jose Pedro primary meetings In each precinct o'clock, in the several wards, to seApodaca, chairman.
Place of meet- and give six days notice thereof by lect delegates from each ward to atin some newspaper of tend a city Republican
ing, house of Pedro Apodaca. Num- publication
to
general circulation, published In tb,e be held at the Elks' convention
ber of delegates, 4.
opera house,
Precinct No. 3, Alameda Melqula-de- s county, and by posting such notices Friday evening, March 8, ,190S, for
Martinez, chairman.
Place of by hand bills in six different conspic- the purpose of placing ln nomination
meeting, house of M. Martinez. Num- uous places in each prectnet.
candidates for the following city offiThe precinct chairman shall call ces to be voted for at the ensuing
ber of delegates, 2.
unpreside
Albuqe.
the meeting to order and
de
Precinct No. 4,
election to be held Tuesday, April
Place til a chairman of the meeting shall 7. 1908:
Daniel Martinez, chairman.
Marof meeting, house of Nicanor
be elected.
One mayor for a term of two years.
2. The time fixed in all precincts
tinez. Number of delegates, 2.
One city clerk for a term of two
5,
county,
Incorporated
No
Precinct
outside of
Bartlas Eslavio In the
years.
villages,
meeting,
cities, towns and
shall be at
Vigil, chairman.
Place of
One city treasurer for a term of
J. P. office. Number of delegates, 6. 10 o'clock, a. m., and the said meet- two years.
ings
open
kept
6,
sufficient time
Los Pudillas
shall be
Precinct No.
One member of the city council
Place for the orderly con'd'vjct of the busi- from th First ward for a term
Marhio, chairman.
of
ness
Marino.
meeting,
r
of
same.
Jose
of
before
house
four yeara.
3.
The place of each meeting shall
Number of delegates, 3.
member
One
of
the
eduboard
of
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio Jose be definitely located and shall be ac- cation from the First ward Tor a
Place cessible to the voters of the pre- term of four years.
Garcia y Samora, chairman.
of meeting, house of Darlo Outlerrez. cinct.
One member of the city council
4. At or before the time when the from the
Number of delegates, 2.
Second ward for a term of
Precinct No. 8, Los Uriegos David chairman of any meeting shall call four years.
M. Perea, chairman.
Place of meet- the same to order, each faction in
One member of the board of eduing, house of J. '. Zamora. Number the precinct, if any there be, shall cation from
the
ward for a
of delegates. 8.
select a leader to act' 'for It upon the term of four years.Second
de Atrlsco floor.
Precinct No. 9,
One member of the city council
Place
3.
Severo Sanchez, chairman.
Kach leader so telected shall from the Third ward for a term
of
of meeting, house of Luz Sauches, name one teller and oue challenger. four years.
Number of delegates, 5.
.
The votes shall be taken by
One member of the board of eduPablo ballot and the ballots deposited in a
Precinct No. 10, Kscobosa
from the 'Third ward for a
Crespln. chairman. Place of meeting, box or other proper receptacle, and cation
term of four years.
house of Pablo Crespin. Number of shall be preserved and returned with
One member of the city council
delegates, 2.
a certificate of such election, signed from the
Fourth ward for a term
Precinct No. 11, Pajurito J. Felipe by the chairman jnd secretary.
of four years.
Hub'oell, chairman.
Place of meet7. If any vote shall be challenged
On
member of the board of
ing, house of J. K. Hubbcll. Number by either one of the challengers, the
education from the Fourth ward for
of delegates, 3.
voter, whoso vote Is challenged, shall a term of four years.
Precinct No. 12, Albuquerque
be required to make a declaration In
Each ward is entitled to fifteen
NumMelville Summers, chairman.
substance und effect, as follows:
delegates to the city convention.
'
ber of delegates, 21.'
"I, the undersigned, do hereby deThe First ward primaries will be
Precinct No. 13, Old Albuquerque
clare, that I am a legally qualified
Place of voter of this precinct, and a member held at Quler's store room, near the
Modesto C. orliz, chairman.
meeting, house of M. C. Ortiz. Num- of the Republican party In the terri- corner of South Broadway and East
ber of delegates', 9.
tory of New Mexico, and a supporter Central avenue, opposite the OcciPrecinct No. 14, San Ignacio Pe- of itsj principles, and I do hereby dental building.
The First ward primaries will be
Place of pledge myself to support in good faith
dro Aranda. chairman.
meeting, house of Pedro Aranda. at the ensuing election, the Republi- - called to order by Dr. E. J. Alger,
chairman.
Number of delegates, 1.
candidate for delegate to Con
The Second ward primaries will he
Precinct No. 22, La Tljera J. R. jcun
gress ami tne nominees or tne
held
Romero's store room, corner
Carpenter, chairman. Place of meetparty on the county ticket, South in First
street and West Lead
ing, house of J. R. Carpenter. Numvote for such camlidates.
and
avenue.
ber of delegates, 2.
"
(Signed.)
D. II. Boatright Is chairman ami
Precinct No. 23, San Antonito
8.
Blanks for such declarations
Justlniano Otero, chairman. Place of sh"ll lie caused to be printed and will call the Second ward primaries
meeting, house of Juan Otero. Num. distributed in lach precinct by the to order at the appointed time.
The Third ward primaries will be
ber of delegates, 2.
county committee and ' furnished at held
in Armory hall In
the Eiks'
Precinct No. 26, Albuquerque Kd. each precinct meeting
by
use
for
the
opera house.
Place of meet- voters.
'Harsch. chairman.
Dr. H. H. Hrlggs Is
ing, J. P. office.
Number of deleand
9.
AVhen such
have will call tht- Third nnjilchairman
primaries to
gates, 23.
been
vol,., shall
challenged
made,
the
Precinct No. 2S. Atrlsco Rafael be received and counted. All unchal- order at the appointed hour.
Arrnijo, chairman. Place of meeting, lenged
The Fourth ward primaries will be
'
withvotes shall be
held at Park hall, West Central
house of J. T. llerrera. Number of out making
such
declaration.
between Seventh and Eighth
delegates, 4.
10.
Suid declaration w hen so maJe ! streets,
Francisco
No. 3 4, Cliillli
. Precinct
be
by
shall
returned
the
chairman
Tht- ward primaries will be
Malilonado, chairman. Place of meet- and secretary
of the meeting, togeth- culled Fourth
ing, house of F. Maldonado. Number
to order by M. R. Summers,
er
to
ballots.,
the
secretary
with
the
of delegates, 2.
chairman.
of the county committee, and shall
W. H (II LI. EN" WATER.
Precinct No. 33, Los D ursine
by
be
preserved
lilin until after tho Chairman of the City
Place
Contreras, chairman.
Republican
county
conventions
of meeting, bouse of Ainbrocio Con- territorial and
Central Committee.
use.
have
beeM held, fur the
of said
treras. Number of delegates, 3.
M. E. HICKEY.
and by the county com- Secretary of the City Repu blican CenThe primaries to select delegates conventions any
may
in
contest that
arise
to the county convention above called mittees
tral Committee.
shall be held on Monday, the 16lh day over the election of any delegate anil
preserved.
be
permanently
I. II. COX. THE Pl.lMlll lt. CN
of March, A. D. 1908. at 10 o'clock shall
11.
The tellers shnll count the MEND THAT OI.I HOSE. OR SELL
a. in., of said day in ail precincts in
votes
writand certify the results in
NEW HOSE M NtOI Till!
the county, outside of Incorporated
cities, towns and villages, and the ing to the chairman of the meetings
highdelegates
receiving
the
said meetings shall be kept open suf- and the
"Necessity is the mother of invenficient time for the orderly conduct est number of votes sbsll be declared
by
elected
tile chairman and shall he tion'' and the wanl long existing for
of the business before the same.
In Precincts 12 and 26 of tho city recognized by the county convention a perfect writing machine which
of Albuquerque the primaries on said as the duly elected dciegate to the could be sold for a price within the
reach of all has at last found fulfilday ubove mentioned shall bo hold convention.
12.
The count of the votes shall ment In the production of a splendid
between the hours of 3 p. in. and 9
p. ni.. ami 'ld meetings shall be kept be made in the usual way, by tallying tyepwrlter, perfect In every respect,
open for any person claiming the on a sheet of paper, and the result and sold at the reasonable price of
65. N. T. Sun.
right to vote at any time during said when summed up shall be signed by
hours, In compliance with the rules the tellers. Such tally sheets shall
A pair of shoe trees is an absolute
adopted by the Territorial Republican be returned together with the ballots, necessity
keep your footwear in
central committee at its meeting held and all oner papers hereinbefore re- shape and fmake it wear longer.
Tney
so
to
quired
be
returned.
of
day
18th
on
In Albuquerque
the
13.
A certillcate of election shall last a lifetime and only cost 73c at
February, A. D. 1908.
". May's
Shoe Store, 3 14 West CenAll Republicans in the county nre lie made out In accordance with such
cordially invited to lake part in the tally sheet and the count thereon, tral avenue.
and signed by the chairman and secprimaries.
Regulates the bowels, promotes
Alternates will not be recognized retary of th meeting.
easy natural movements, cures convillages
In
cities,
and
towns
and proxies will not be recognized
ii.
stipation Doan's Regulets. Ask your
hich are incorporated, the commitunless presented by a resident of the
druggist for them. 23 cents a box.
same precinct where the delegate tee shall lix (he limit- - (or holding the
meeting at from 1 p. tin. to 1 p. ni..
giving the ume resides.
We luive a few folding IstH,
The president and secretary of each or from 6 p. m. to 9 p. m., and In
from H5.00 and up. t.rcat
precinct meeting shall certify to the, 'uch cases the meeting; shall be kept liurgiildK.
Co.,
Eutrelle I'nrriliui
chairman of the Republican central open Tor ny person claiming the
el end of viaduct.
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YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

President.

We will continue our tale of Navajo Blankets a
short time longer and in order to keep up the assortment and make the display interesting we have
added a number of choice patterns from our selected stock. ' All to go at
price, this is a boni-- f
ide bargain sale as they must be sold.
1--

i!
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To Meetln Albuquerque March

A

I

,;.ti

Salve Is especially good for piles. Sold
by J. H. O'Rielly Co.

QSOOttOK0OttOS00SOn

SignIndian Store

The Fitting of Glasses
Is My Specialty.
4t has required years for nie to
to learn what I know of human

.

eyes and their needs, and I- guar
anion to relieves the nioHt obstinate,
troubles due to eye strain..

C

5

Carries, Oph. D.

H.

Large,

Well-Lighte-

Room. Prompt, Courteous Service,

d

Music While You Eat, Number t Meals

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

25c
35c
35c

Breakfast
Dinner

Supper

6 to 9
12 to 2

5:30 to 7:30
MYCRS, Rroprlttream

r.

MRS. M.

The Oxford Hotel
North Second

114-11- 6

TIIK FINEST DINING ROOM AND BUFFET
IN TIIK CITY

Rates Reasonable
r.

M.

MYERS A SONS, Proprietors

UOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
ALBUQUERQUE-ESTANCI-

points.
Automobiles for rent by the
d.y or hour in and about the city.
Parties holding special round trtp
tickets to Estancia and return may
exchange them for hourly service
ln the city or other points.
For further information Inquire at the General Ticket office
and garage, 408 W. Copper av.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Phone

Columbus Hotel
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

846.

Thos. F. Keleher
DKVOKS RKADY PAINT
One Gallon Covers (1(10 Square Fed
VMAlK-l- )
HOOF FAINT

Watch This Space

Hom leaks, Insm liv(. Years.

and go to the

JAF-A-L.A-

Avbu

CASH

ALBUQUERQUE

Clothing,

MIL!

THE OI.rliT MUX IX THE TT1
lien In niss.1 nf mi si i, door, frame
work a siM'dalty.
etc.
Soul.. I lr- - xtrtsM. Telcxilione 403.

Allen & Yickrey

lot of Mi, ii 's odd oeats
lot of men'M odd vests
Men's flioc-i- , hiiKe s zes
:m wiu-tu;.',ii

A
A

Hay

i

p,i(

;ii.-

K.is.
ej;iM

t.

ii,

j

E.

La I O
V.

Central

1

A.L

K. Orenilorn".

Av.

1

Phone 1515

rlilA. 1 KC
-

BIG MOYING PICTURE

SHOW

7bo

1.2i
10o
25c

tl.

dnZ

.

S0O

.

sio

it

Consult

a

Reliable

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
(iold Filling
$1.50 up
e
;oid crowns

pj,,!,.

Extracting

Mgr.. 120 Went (iold

This Week

11. E0

122 North itcond
VM. ItOLDH, ITop.

Plumbing, Tinning and
Galvanized Iron Work
1

"

SM-Clu-

lt.llli-l- l

207

BUYERS' UNIOh

for bargains in Shoes Dry Goods and.

Don't Forget The
PLANING

COMPANY

Automobile daily to points la
the Estancia Valley. Special cars
to Golden, San Pedro and other

IX CI TV

408 Witt RalhOMd

A

AUTOMOBILE

BEST MEALS

e,

-I

West Central,
PHONE 46.

207 West Gold

reci.-ive-

Ill-X-

114

The Home Restaurant

-.

Am-broc-

?g

;$8

.5c

All, wor.K Mlsnl.rTEL
ANTI'.EJ).

10c
Ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesday
and Fridays; Children's toy matinee
every Saturday; complete change of
program Thursday;
grand amateur
carnival Friday night.
A few choice front scats, Z0c; no
rats In rlrea.

DIIS. COPF and PETTTT.
RflGM 111. N. T. AAM1JO liUXX

'

V

A T.TtUQTTTTRQTTT!

PACT. SIX

The Great New York to

t

TCESDAY, MARCH

CITIZEN.

S, 1MM.

,'

Paris Automobile Race

FUEL QUESTION

I

IS GROWING

'

Kelly &

Gtfoss

Co,

(Incorporated)

SERIOUS
Conservation of Supply Is Only
Way to Save Future Generations From Freezing.

Wholesale

k

As the time approaches
for the
proposed conference of the governors
of the various states with President
Roosevelt on the conservation of the
t mural
resources of the I'nlted
States, there cimes a more serious
realization on the part of the people
of the problems to be discussed.
The Engineering Record of New
allows
the
York, in a recent
gravity of one phase of the situation
the caption
in an e'litorlal under
The
"The Conservation of Fuel."
editorial in part is as follows:
"With the domestic coal supply
dwindling at the rate of 4U0.0UU.UUU
x
00 Q
tons per year and the foreiKn supply
meus rie mm mo
disappearing at an equivalent rate,
oasoure?
the problem of fue-- supply takes on
"c 17
more than an academic interest. It
is all very well profanely to Inquire
A IUHDSKYE VIEW
what posterity has done for us that
we should
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NOISELESS
FIREARM
Inventor Wants to Sell Patent
to Government and Prevent Its Misuse.
Hartford, Conn., March 2. With
the news of his invention of a noise
the
around
less firearm echoing
wnriii Hiram Percy Maxim, son of
gun,
ad
the inventor of the machine
mlts frankly that he stands con
u.n.nf. stricken In the presence of
this monstrous child of his brain.
"The simple truth Is that 1 am
nshamed of myself," said Mr. Maxim,
"I am fully conscious of the awful
possibilities of this Run, and my con
fidence Is not at nil easy on the sud
Ject. If It could be taken hold of by
the government alone and its man
Ufacture be restricted to the government, it might not be so bad. But
I know and you know, that that Is
impossible under the circumstances
and I regret that there can be little
doubt that advantage Is already being
taken ofjrfy idea by those for whom
it wasrTever Intended."
Is Aware of Its Possibilities
' His face was grave. In advance of
everybody else he has seen the
effect of his device.
"It possesses," eaid Mr. Maxim,
"all those attributes which prevent
any notice or alarm when the gun is
fired. And," he added, "when you
can discharge a bullet with practically the same velocity and accuracy as
with the old gun, and do it silently, 1t
Is evident that you have a very
possibility."
Among these possibilities and Mr.
Maxim,
with evident sincerity and
concern, admits them are that the
armies of the United State may at
some future time be overwhelmed by
this gun. devised by an American citizen, and that the weapon may fall
into the hands of the criminal classes,
with all the terrifying possibilities of
Its perfect adaptability to the art of
private assassination.
"It would be a good idea," Mr.
"for Congress to
Maxim went on,
amend the laws so that no patents
for inventions
could be granted
against which mankind has no protection, and I freely admit to you
that there is no protection against
this gun of mine. Or, if such a law
as that is not desirable, some provision might be made that when an
affair like this' Is invented, it should
become the exclusive property of the
government."
"But will this gun do all that Is
claimed for it?"
Only a Hissing Sound
"There can be no doubt of that. It
dan-sero-

Is not a perfectly noiseless affair, that
is to say, there Is a slight hissing
sound, perceptible a. few yards away,
perhaps. But the rustling of the
leaves In the trees or the noise of
passing wagons would completely
drown the sound of the gun. You
would not even know what had killed
a victim until an examination was

made.
"I feel the tremendous responsibility of this," he said. "I don't feel
at all Justified In having Invented this
gun."
"Why, then, did you Invent It?"
"Will you believe," he replied,
"that It came about while I was engaged in a most peaceful pursuit. I
did not sit down to manufacture a
gun at all. A long time ago I left
firearms behind me and engaged in
the motor car business. In common"
with many others, I was seeking a
means of muffling the reports of gas
engines on motor cars. 1 located the
seat of the trouble in the piston of
the engine, and when I arrived at the
solution of the problem the ideaI
flashed across my mind that If
could do that with an engine I could
also do It with a gun."
Here he paused and gazed thoughtfully at the carpet.
"After that I couldn't help it." he
resumed. "I have the unfortunate inventive streak."
Mr Maxim said he purposed to offer the gun to the United States gov-In
ernment. His father's experience
having his rapid fire gun rejected at
Washington has not deterred the son.
I want you to know how much
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
It has cured my face of a skin disease of almost twenty years' standing.
as
I have been treated by several
smart physicians as we have In this
country and they did me no good, but
two boxes of this salve has cured me.
Orlffln, Troy, Ala.
Mrs. Fannie
Chamberlain's Salve ts for sale by all
druggists.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Apply 201 8. Edith.
for
FOR RENT Furnished room
light
North
612
housekeeping,
Second s'.ieet.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In the
Grant flats, corner of Third and
Central; strictly modern. Room F,
Grant building.
number one
FOR RENT Some
places. Portei field Co., 216 West
Gold.

near
FOR RENT Alfalfa ranch
205 W.
town. Lloyd Hunsaker,
Gold.
rooms
FOR RENT Two furnished
for light housekeeping, right close
In. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 W. Gold.
FOR RENT Two nice sunny rooms,
facing south, with board. Apply at
615 East Central avenue.
FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
rooms, modern. SOD
West Central avenue.
FOR RENT House, 3, 4 and 5
rooms, close in. W. H. McMllllon,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with use of bath. Steam heat and
all conveniences. No Invalids. Hotel Craige. Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Four nice front rooms
for light housekeeping at 524 W.
Central; reasonable rents. Inquire
In rear.

five-roo-

m

five-roo-

m

m

FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $6.
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE New Underwood typewriter; our entire stock to be sacrificed at $80.00. Alb. Typewriter
Exchange
FOR SALE Three safes. 3 cash
registers, 1 pool table. Business lot
on
ave.
Inquire Scott
Central
Knight.
FO ll SAL E OR TRADE A fine
property In Jemez Springs, easy
terms or will trade for Albuquerque property. PortL-rflelCo., 216
West Gold.
home,
FOR LEASE A nice
well located. Lloyd Huns.iker, 205
W. Gold.

AD

In the Citizen
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WANTED Gents
second
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
616 South First street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
WANTED Ladies desiring millinery
at cost for next ten days call on
Miss C. P. Crane, 612 North SecMillinery and dressond street.
making parlors. Phone 944. Ap- prentices wanteq
WANTED Wanning and Ironing for
hand laundry, lace curtains from
BOc per pair up; first class work.
Drop a postal to 408 W. TIJeras or
phone 1045. We call for and de
liver goods anywhere In town.
WANTED Sales Representative for
specialty and school supplies. Good
man can make $35 a week and up.
Permanent position to right
Centennial S. S. Co., 1725 Sout St.,
Denver, Colo.
WANTED Able bodlea, unmarried
men. between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and , write
English. For information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED Traveling non and solicitors calling on druggists, confectioners, etc., covering Albuquerque and
surrounding territory and states, to
carry our celebrated line of chocolates on good commission basis.
Bowes Allegretti, 315 River St., Chicago.
WANTED Capable men to mi executive, technical, office and mercantile positions.
We can place
you In the position for which you
are qualified. Southwestern Business Association 201 East Central avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 257.
pa-rty-

WANTED Salesmen to handle vest
pocket sid'j line to increase department stores' sales. Twenty dollars
dally easily mailt'. State territory
you cover. Samples supplied free.
Hllss-De- v
neau Companv, Chicago,
CAPAHLH SALESMAN to oivr New
Mexico with staple line. High commissions, with $100. 'id monthly

J

Permanent position to right
Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit,

man.
Mich.
CAPAHLK

Ai r

,

i
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traveling salesman at once.
Staple line, profitable commission.
Contract with $25.00 weekly advance. Permanent position; references required. A. S. J. Co., Grand
River Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
AGENTS Opportunity of lifetime, no
experience necessary, big cash profits dally, one agent made $21 In
one hour, everyone will buy. We
issue more accident and sickness
policies than any other similar company in the world; we give the most
popular and cheapest Insurance
written; jiew plan, Jl a year pays
for $500 policy; no assessments or
dues; other amounts in proportion.
Death benefit, weekly indemnity,
free medical attendance, original
popular features, either sex.
All
claims promptly and liberally settled: liisuraiice'asets $500.0011. Reliable representatives wnirted everywhere; exclusive territory; liberal permanent income, increasing
each year; absolutely sure. Address
1S1
Corporation,
International
I'.roadway (Dept. W2t, New York.

Miscellaneous
TO LOAN ON REAL Estate from $500 up. i'orterfleld Co.,
216 Went Gold.

MONEY

MARRY your choice. Particular people, everywhere, Introduced with.

)l
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.

.
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OPPORTUNITIES

LOANS

1
t

out publicity; no fakes; details free.
Address. A. I.'., box 133S, Los An-

:

geles,

A

-

21 J

val.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made ana
Time: One month
strictly private.
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and se us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
$03 H West Railroad Ave.
rniVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.

An

DR. I'. J. PATCIUN
Ph4clan and Surgeon.
Offlen over Vann Drug Store. Of.
Hce hours
to l a. in.. 2 to ft, an4
iu o p. in. j noors, oriice 441,

Opportunity

ova.

Your

DR. H L. HfST
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms
N. T. ArinUo Itultdlni
DR. SOLOMON" V. UOITON.
PhysMan and Surgeon.
Highland Office. 10 South Waltac
Street. Phone 1030.

Business

DRS. ERONSON A BRONSON
Homeopathic Physician
and Surgeons, over Vann's Drug Store.
Office 628; Residence

to sell

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.
Four acres very good land, a little over two miles north of town.
Price, $300.00. Easy terms.
Eight acres In alfalfa, well
fenced, adobe house and barn,
fruit trees, about five miles north
of town. Price, $600.00, cash.
Fifteen acres first class land,
fenced, near ditch. Price, $700.00,
cash. This piece is located about
four miles north of the city.
Seven acres very good land,
partly under cultivation, a good
many fruit trees on place, one mile
from city limits. Price. $1,200.00
cash.
Three acres very best land (two
adobe
acres in alfalfa), three-roonouse in good condition, right close
to ditch, about two miles from
business part of town, across the
river. Price, $800.00 cash.
Six acres, all under cultivation,
adobe house, on main road, two
and a half miles from town, also
across river. Price, $900,00, cash.
Forty-fiv- e
and a half acres of
tne very best land in the Rio
Grande valley, all nnder cultivation
(about half in alfalfa), well
fenced, on main ditch, convenient
to stores and telephone line and
railroad station. Price $65.00 per
acre. Easy terms.
And many others from one to
six hundred acres.

67.

10.

DENTISTS
If

you own

a stock or

mcrclinn-dls- t'

of nny kind tliat
or exchange, !
to
jnu
not full to list the stunc with us
liiinictlintely.
or a
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A little'twant ad, day by dey,
Does the work you draw the pay.l
It sees the peop'e you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

'

DR. J. E. CTIAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harnett ItuikUnaj,
Over O'lUelly's Drug store.
ApiiolntmentH made by mall.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
Office hours,
a. m. to 12:30 p. ns.
1:30 toft p. in.
Appointments nude br nialL
30
Went Central Ave. Phone

5th

We send our new lulvcrtlsrinent
of basilicas opportunities to the
In the east, and
dully
if you want to make a quick Kale,
see that your stock of goods Is
listed before that date.

LAWYERS

iicw-appr-

H. W. D. BRYAN.

Albuquerque. N. M.

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney t Law.

buyers.

oooaooooooooooo&yKxxxxxxo
Fult RENT Store building on

"t

STOW

I'entml avenue.

room
RENT Furnished
FK
for gentleman; no invalids;
close in.
F(lt KALE

PERL ESTATE

At a bargain. $
welling houses. Kent $15
month each.
paper
FOR SALE llargain.
and painting business.
il

and

INVESTMENT CO.

201 East Central Ave.

M.L.SCHUTT
219

ALBUQUERQUE.

TV.

M.

MISCELLANEOUS
SOITHWESTEKX LAW AND COL- -.
LECTION AGENCY.
(Bonded)
Ofllee Room 1, X. T. Arwiljo Bldg;..
Hugh J. Collins, attorney at law.
C. W. Granner, general
manager
and claim adjuster.
Phone 659. Albuquerque. New Mex.
F.

SPENCER
Architect.
1221 South Walter,
Phone 555.

Phone 257

Strttt

OOOOOCXDOCXJOOOOCJCXJCXXOXXJCXJU

V.

FRENCH

M

Davis&Zearingf
20S

W. Gold

K. I). MADDISON

THOS.

Ave.

Attoriicj-at-l4-

Ofdce with W. It. C'liiltler,
117 West Gold Avcuue.

W'e have a fine line of

Folding

ADA.MS

UNDERTAKERS.
Lady Assistant.
Embulmlng a 'Speciult.

JH

XXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXTrXXJXX

3

13

Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. N. M.

IRA M. BOND
I
Attorney nt Lew.
Pensions, I411KI Parents. Copyrights
Caveats, lCtrcr Piitenis, Trade
Murks, Claims.
32 T. street. N. M. Washington. D. C.

We do the business
because we reach the

Real Estate and Loans. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

at Law.

Attorney

First National Bank Bufbllns

Office,

We will handle tlie deal so tliat
none of your customers or friends
will know that yon care to sell.

A. MONTOYA

South 2nd

il.

Homeopathic Physician und Surgeosv,
Occidental Life Building.
Telephone K8.

On

INSURANCE

Go-car- ts

i'KO.M

$2 to $15
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXl

B. A. SLEYSTEK
Insurance, Itral I
Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 ami II, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 136.- -

-

a.

Highland Livery
It AM BROOK BROS.
1 12 John
Phone 51(6.
nt
Saddle horses a specialty.
Bes
The reason we do so much ROl'GII drivers
In
city.
Proprietors
the
DRY work la because we do it right
and at the price you cannot afford to "Sadie," the picnic wagon.
have It done at home.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.
No

I so to

Die

A.

"I have found out that
use to die of lung trouble a.s loni? as
you can get
King's New Discovery," says Mr. J. P. White, .,f Rush-borI'a. "1 would not be alive today only for that wonderful mediIt loosens up a rough quicker
cine.
than anything else, and cures lung
disease eveu after the case is pro-

there is no

Motor Cycle up horse und
Iiukkv furnished our men for travlr.
eling, and $S7i.oo
moiiih and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest portruit hou-- e in the world,
you will receive, postpaid, a beautiful 16x20 reproduction of oil
painting in answer to this ad. Write
for particulars. It. D. Murtel, Dept. nounced hopeless." Til's most reliable remedy for coughs ami colds,
7, Chicago.
'ronrliit is and
la grippe, asthma,
bnarsetiess, is sold under cuarantee at
MALE HELP
Trial
50e und $1.0o.
all dealers'.
bottle free.
o
STENOGRAPHER, must be well eduIf you want anything on earth, you
See Mr.
cated and experienced.
through
get
It
the want columqs
can
Evans ut Stow s office, 210 E. Cenof The Evening CltUen. We gel retral.
sults.
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
Bert Barber, of Elton, Wis., ays:
The quick relief from pal,, afforded "I have onlytaken four doses of
by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm your Kidney and Bladder Pills and
makeu It a favorite with sufferers they have done for me more than
sciatica,
from rheumatism,
lame any other medicine has ever done.
back, lumbago, and deep seated and. Mr. Barber refers to DeWltt's Kidney
muscular pains. For
ale by all and Bladder Pills. They are sold by
druggists.
J. II. O'Rleily Co.
.
$210.1)0

;
'

u.

)

PHYSICIANS

WANTED

111.

lit

PERSONAL PROPERTY

SALESMEN

TELEPHONE IS

u

j

1

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

KKX IS KINO OF ORESCENT CITY
New Orleans, March 3. With the
arrival of King Rex and his court,
and numerous land and water pa
geants, parades, balls and fetes on
the program for the last two glorious
days of Mardl Gras, the Crescent City
todav entered upon a period or unre
unprecedented
merriment
strained
even in the annals of the famous New
It Is likely that
Orleans carnival.
every state In the Union Is repre
sented among the thousands of people
swarming through the brilliantly dec
orated streets, and Mexico. Cuba and
FOR SALE
even Europe have furnished suostan
tlal additions to the crowds.
20 shares of the Apache
Kepor-- s from Mobile, Natchez and FOR SALE
County Bank fc Trust Co., of St.
other southern cities state that un
John's, Ariz. Address A. Montoya,
usually large crowds are participat215 West Gold avenue, Albuquering in the Mardi Gras festivities at
que, N. M.
those places.
FOR SALE Some good bargains in
real estate: A
frame cotOHIO KOMI) FOR TA IT
tage with bath on South BroadColumbus, O., March 2. Secretary
way. $1500; a
frame cotTaft will go to Chicago with a solid
tage. W. Cer.tral ave., close in;
be
Buckeye delegation of forty-si- x
$1100. easy terms: two good busihind him as a result of the state corr
ness lots on W. Central between
ventinn to be held here today.
con3rd and 4th;' a new four-rooThe state convention will be solidly
crete house, $1350; three lots each
for Taft, as every one of the 815 del
TS.
egates is Instructed for the secretary.
50x142 on
Central avenue, $200
for all three. And a long list of
Little interest in manifested In tomorsnaps of all kinds. A.' Fleischer,
row's convention, as the program will
probably be carried out without
212 V4
real estate and insurance,
South econd street.

a Little WANT
t

TAGE SEVEW

J. MoreJIi

MERCHANT TAILOR
Ladies' anil

(

Secretary Mutual Building
217 West ten trnl Awnue.

VETERINARY
U11I1VM Itl l.DKN
Veterinary.
Surgery ami lnntiitry a Specialty.
402 South llilii I'luiue 105.

dr.

leritleineti's Suits

Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired
105 NORTH FIRST STREET

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

Highland Pharmacy and
Pharmacyj "
t

Al-vara- do

11.

d.

rim iroitD

Veterinary Surjrcon.
Prjctice: Therapeutics. Surgery an J
Obstetrics 1.
ilurses, Cattle, Sheep
Mors, Dog- - ;iti,l fiiti.
Office witl.
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Third, l'hone
460.
Hospital
ana
Residence. 733 South Walter. Residence phone, 620.
11

KILLthe COUCH

CURE the LUNGS

,th

by
Recommended
Henrj
Mrs.
Synies, to develop the bust from 4
to 6 inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Oalega ICxtract.
is perfectly
hat mlesa.

The Vaucalre Formula Is a general
tonic, but it has a pecinc effect upon
the bust. Price 76 cents. For sale by

li v.lki:k

lire Insurance.

FOR
NJ

ROUGHS

Al .

O UA

Br. King's
OLbS

TIP0!T

KANTi:r

r.
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nlng to leave the latter part of the
week for springer to attend a mass
meeting March 7 In the Interests of
the Irrigation congress.
Ht. John's Episcopal church Ash
1' A KA
Wednesday nervlces: Holy communion at 7 and 10 a. m. At 7:30 p. m.
will
John Mills
Kendrick
- F.: O.
Bartlett of Kororro spent Bishop
preach and confirm a class. All are
Monday In the city on buwlnen.
Invited to these service. The memW. A. Brown of Cerrlllos U In Aof the choirs, especially the
lbuquerque for a few days on busi- bers
boys', are requested to meet at the
ness.
church at :45 o'clock for rehearsal.
The ladies of the Lutheran church
d
A
audience attended the
win meet at 2:30 tomorrow afternoon entertainment in the Congregational
at the church.
church last evening, given under the
A. .Singer, traveling salesman for auspice of the Ladles' Aid society.
Orunsfeld Brothers, was In Santa Fe Mrs. Alonxo Jee Atkinson was deon business yesterday.
cidedly plea.sing In her selections, in
A. S. Robson, manager of the Al- addition to which a short musical
buquerque tie treating plant, has re- program was given by Miss Blachly,
Mlso Lillian Ellwood and Mr. Frank
turned from Las Vegan.
H. Kerxman.
A marriage license was issued yesterday to J. i,. Miller and Carlotta
Candelaria. both of Albuquerque.
CRYSTAL HAS DANDY
lion. O. A. Ijarraiolo of Las Vegas,
who attended the Democratic conference, has returned to his home.
COMiC PICTURES
The Fraternal Order of Eagles will
hold a regular meeting at lied Men
hall tonight. Visitor." are invited.
Audiences laughed themselves elck
Ianiel Oladdlng of Fall River, last night .t the new comic moving
Mass., in the guest of Thomas Isher-woo- d plcturr-being presented at the Cryand family of 606 John street. stal. Possibly the best moving picOeorge Arnot, business manager ture show yet given at that house l
for the .Gros.x, Kelly company, is in the present one. At least one great
looking after business in- thing Is In Its favor nil of the picSantH
tures are new ones and nne have
terests.
Attorney Charles A. Spies of Tias been seen here before. The new opVegas made a short visit In Albu- erator, Mr. Cook Is certainly showing
his hand and people are remarkalng
querque yesterday, en route for
on nil sides that the Crystal moving
picture how Is worth while now.
Mrs. H. M. WilUnms of C22 West
Marquette avenue, is In Ijbs Vegas,
FEE'S HOME MADE. CAVDIES.
the guest of her brother, Hyron T. H'ALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Mills, and wife.
Futility roujrh dry work Is one of
Jose ltulljos, aged 14. of 1724 Second street, died at his home early our fads. Wc do (rood work and
on time, llubbs Laundry Co.
yesterday morning. He was a son of
Jose Chares Bulljos.
Our work In best. IIiiIiIm Laundry
. Captain
Fred Fornoff of the terri- Co.
torial mounted police, who has been
In Albuquerque the past few days,
has returned to Santa. Fe.
Robert E. .Seltz. Hged 21 years,
living at 206 North Walnut street,
died yesterday afternoon. He came
here several months ago from Wal.
ton, Jnd.
i.i. HEX TDOORtoPOS TOFFtCE
The badges, fur the trade excursion auarantee shoe; satisfaction In ad- have been finished and can be puranc.
:A.1KIJ3
chased at the Henharn Indian Trading
company store. The price la ifty
cents each.
The remains of Maurice O'Donnel,
who died Sunday morning in St. Joseph's hospital, were shipped to Chicago last night by Undertaker Borders.
J. F. Randall, a surveyor connected
with the Sanborn Map company of
Chicago, who is making a tour of New
Mexico, spent yesterday in Alouquer-qna- .

GRAPHS

The Jaffa

3.4frESTMLKnDAV.

Grocery
Co.

Our Dainty
Spring Styles

Knl-l'ate-

fair-slue-

I
to Eat

Good Things

nt

tlt,

TODAY

price.

t,

CAKES

rr
fr

$2.00 to S.Y00
Sluxx
Mn
U $.".(
.
.$1.7.1
Vnnoii.
Shoes
$2.75
to
1lUlivn.
.I.M
Shoes for

We have made special

effort to have a large
supply of every variety
of Cakes for today including several new ones.

do-liv- er

ONLY "A PEW

I.I .VM SF.i; Ol ll STOCK.
c;i Ait.XTi:r:i)
UKST. PJHCTCS SO LOW THAT
KVKIiY OXK C.VX KAT THE

th

oi Ai.iTY

Winter Hats

IU5T.

OIK

ASSOKTMKNT

IXCMOKS:
PATTI SHKliKS.
KISSKS AXD FANCY

left and they must be sold regardless of
cost to makejroom for spring goods

WHIP

Anrs
WHITE

SHOE CO.

S.

CKKAM MAIUXGIK.

"cakes.

MOUNTAIN CAKE.
lEVIIi FOODS.
INDIVIDlTAlj KLICKS AND
THE USCAIj IiAYKIt CAKES,
COFFEE CAKKS, ETC.
HOT JIOM.S AT 5 O'CLOCK

Miss Lutz
208 South Second

J. 1. BELL CO.y

Special Fresh Pine
Apples, 25c each

W. K. Forbes and H. F. Bogh, deputy United . States marshal, are in
Santa Fe to attend the March term
of the federal court of the First judicial district.
Miss Gertrude Gonzales and Juan
Jaramlllo, both of this city, were
'Hie PATUICIAX Id honent In
married yesterday at Sacred Heart every
detail.
It has character,
They w ill reside In Albuchurch.
and wear well qualities.
querque. - "l.i
Tlie prion apiMttlg to your purse.
Adjutant General A. P. Tarklng-to- n PRICE
$3.80 and 100
has returned to Santa Fe from
Uas Vega-- - where he has been In the
Interests of the National guard armory, which will be erected at that
place.
B. F. Manger, superintendent of the
eastern division of the Harvey sysShoe Store
Repairs
tem, with headquarters at Newton,
Kan., is in the city. He was former105 North First
ly manager of the Harvey system at
this place.
Word was received yesterday of
the death of Alexander Macpherson,
aged fc6, at hU home in Lancaster,
ATTENTION!
Ontario. He Is survived by four children, among whom Is D. A. Macpherson of Albuquerque.
If your eyes are not right call
Wil'lam R. Morley of Uatil, a
on me and let me fit them with
prominent ranchman In the southglasses that will make them right.
western part of the territory, 1b in
Albuquerque.
Mr. Morley was formerly head coach on the Columbia
university football team at New York.
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
Governor George B. Curry of SanVAIfX JEWELRY CO.
ta Fe and W. S. Hopewell and R. E. One Door South of Drag Store.
Twitchell of Albuquerque are plan- -

Meadow Gold Butter
None Better Made
2 lbs. for 75c.

Hardware Plumbing
T

ce

.

WHITNEY'S OLD S 7 AND

P.MATTEUCCI

forger's Ranch Eggs
Per

Willi

and

Dozen

30 Cents

ITHE

DIAMOND PALACE

Rallroac Avenue

Diamonds, Watt-hen- ,
Jewelry, Cut Glaan, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

Mail orders filled same day

Good Things

Let Us Show You the

to Eat

Best Typewriter on Earth
2tS

WEST CENTRAL

QoaoonootoottOttOwOo

The Jaffa

Exchange

AVENUE

Fresh Seeds

Co.

NOW IN STOCK

It is easy to stand by

to stand

in-- -

is-t-

he

The beat remedy known today for

all stomach troubles Is Kodol, which
Is guaranteed to give prompt rfillef.
It la a natural digestant; It digests
what you eat. it U pleasant to take.
Sold by J. H. O'UiHlly & Co.
o

That explains why WASHBURN
CO. disposes of more men's shoes
each year than any single retail
store in New Mexico you stand
by them
A curious situation it

oocxxxxaxxxxxxxxxxxxxaxxxx)

Grocery

oOtK)oooaoooaoooo(

A Shoe Store that
Sells Good Shoes

more

this business grows the better values we can give, and the better
values we can give the more the
business grows.
We do not see how we can sell a
better shoe than our $3.50 Walk-Ove- r
for men. When we do, we
wil- l-

They come in Oxfords or High
Laced in all the popular leathers
and shapes.

For Sal One gentle family pony,
5 your old. Futrolle Furniture Co.

H. W.

Scliroeder

10.

You Hear Some Talk
These days about economy,-- maybe you're
being economical yourself. It's a good
thing; we believe in it; but it's best to be
clear as to what economy is.
Economy Isn't baying cheap stoff because It's low priced; nor paying too
ffloch for good staff becaase it's good

OUR SPRUNG LINE
IS PRICED ECONOMICALLY

Real economy is measured by comparing what y oa get by what It costs;
a question of proportion, not price.
That's why you ought to buy our Hart Schaffner &
Marx clothes; they're
perfectly tailored; correct
all-wo-

in style.

You get better value and bigger returns for
your money in these goods than in any other."

Prices $18.00 to $30.00

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

i

oooooooooooooa

There are no better ranges in the world than

Majestic Range

Ee

JUT as SOON as an improved feature makes its appearance in the science of stove building, the idea is at once applied to this range, with the result that the MAJESTIC of today represents all the best features of all makes. In addition to this, it is con- THE GREAT MAJESTIC.
t
.u.
to all common purposes
is unbreakable.
It will S?
save you time, fuel and hj
mjcsticI
Immotie IT
work; and ' produce the id
O 9
1 MFC CO. I ffSM Mrs.cn.
31 S
best of results. Buy a Ma-- 3
JESTIC you will never
m
i- tu
i
needanother.
1

Prices-

-

$61.00
to

$68.00

Wagner Hardware Co.
321-32-

3

West Central
UC4K3ooooaaoaoac)aG

Perfect
Plumbing
Is esscntiiil in every homu that
aspires to he healthy, comfortable'
and pleasant.
' We do Plumbing thut
always
tfives satisfaction. Try us next
time.

Seed Sweet Potatoes
Onion Sets
Kaffir Corn
Amber Cane
lilue Grass
Alfalfa Seed White Clover

uiauuaiuJ
Plumbing and
4 ex

Varieties
Vegetable and flower Seeds
All

Bittner-Stam-

m

Fruit Go.

Z

412 West Central Ave.
PHOXE

Qty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Family Trade Solicited. Telephone 1036
and goods will be delivered at once
THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
AH New Table, and First CUu Treatment

CRAD1 & CIANNINL Props.i
109 South First Street

ooooooooooooo ococococcoqoj

m

Heating Co.

I

Largest and Oldest Place in the

CI

WE FELL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCL.

t

Schroeder's Orchestra
100M 28 BARNETT BLD0.

M.

TAXIDERMIST
l i

lt Ill.AUKItS THAPPED TO

OH-Di- li.

liirdsf and animals mounted true to
Moth-prolife.
end .permanent.
Work guaranteed.
mI CJolil.
210
Albuquerque, N. M.

E. F. COBB

MANDELL
FINE
CLOTHING

and
FURNISHINGS

OMTKORATMIC MniCMN AMD
UROmON
All Curablo
Tram tad.
Mo

Charge for Conaultat.on
M. V. Armljo Building

94

Tcl.-plioii- e

Ctt.t

and 652.

i

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

r.

TEACHER Or VIOLIN
Also Manager of

OR. C. H. CONNER

E. L. Washburn Co.

S.

EYES RIGHT! noooooooooooo(
VHEN UP TOVN, STOP AT
THE BAR OF COMMERCE
S. T. VANN

as received.

We

ICXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOO

$65.00
Albuquerque Typewriter

MAItCII

PERSONAL

-

In Men's, Wcunen'n ami ClilMren'e
your eya.
Shoes will surely plea-iNovcr befnrp have we ,hon mrh
a lurm variety of stylo in low a
Patent
well n In hiRh fItip
or Oun
Viol Kl
Metal, with the latest shapes of
The quality Is
heels mil toes.
can judge the
here,
and

TIIBKDAY,

,

".

SPRING 1908
My Spring Stock of Men's Low Quarter Shoes in black and tan are all in.
Also Earl & Wilson and Manhattan
Shirts.

Fancy Hats in Hawes, Stetson and
Dunlap.

M.

MANDELL
FINE
CLOTHING

and
FURNISHINGS

